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INTRODUCTION 

The Essay 

. I 
M. Lanson 1s essay "La Methode de 1 1Histoire 

Litternire" wo.s first published in the Revue du 

Mois, October 101 1910. It was lnte:r reprinted in - . 
I . . 

the collection De La. Methode dnns les·Sciences: 

Nouvelle Collection Scientifique (2nd series, Par-

is, 1911, pages 221-264), where the write~ has had 

access to it. 
The first volume of this unusual \vork, issued 

I I . in 1908, contains a Preface by P. Felix Thomas; a 

general discussion of Science by Emile Picard; · and 

the following studies of method in particular sci-

ences: Pu.re r.i1athematics by Jules Tannery; Meehan• 
. I ios by P. Painleve; General Physics by H. Bouasse; 

Chemistry by A. Job; Tuiorphology by A. Giard; Phys .. 

iolog-3 by F, Le Dantec; Medical Sciences by Pierre 

Delbet; Psychology by Th. Ribot; Sociology and 

Social Seiences by Emile Durkheim; Ethies by L. 
, 

Levy-Bruhl~ and History by Gabriel Monod (see 



notes 10 and 14 a.t the end of this work), 

'J.1he second volume includes, in a.ddi ti on to ~J. 

La.nson 1s article, e. Preface by Emile Borel (editor 
of the v1hole work) J and these essays on 1nethod: 

· Astronomy to the Middle of the Eighteenth Century 

by :a. Bnillaud; ·Physieal Chemistry by Jean PerrinJ 

Geology by Leo~ Bertrand; Paleobotany by R. Zeil-

ler; . Botany by L. Bltn:inghem; Archeology by Salo• 

mon Reina.ch; Linguistics. by A. fiieillets and Sta• 

tist~es b!.Lucien M~oh. 

The Author and His Works 

The method ot work outlined in the article 

presented here merits the serious consideration of 

all students interested .iii the pro~uotion or liter-

ary histol:ay'and 11tera.ry.e:r1tioism, not only 'be-

cause of the soundness ot its ideas nn.d th$ authori-

tative persuasiveness of tbei:r p:resentation, but al-

so because of the fruit which it has borne in the 
career and vrorks· of· its author, who has ·long been·· 

the.chief living authority in his chosen field, mod• 

ern.Frenoh literature. 

Aohille'Alexandre.Gustave Marie Lanson was-born 
at Orlea:ns; Loiret, France, August ·5j 1857. !Ie was 
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I . I · I educated at the Lyeee o:r Orleans, the Lycee Charle• 
I magne in Paris, and the Ecole Norma.le Superieure 

in Paris, !'eceiving at the completion of his work 

in the last-named school the degree of docto~ of 

let·t;ers. 

~During the years 1879-96 he taught in the ly-

cees of Bnyonne• Moulins, Rennes, and Toulouse and 

in· the Michelet, · Charlemagne, ·and Louis le Gr-and. 

lyce~s in Pa:t*is •. Subsequently he became · ohar~e de·· 
, , , " eonfel."enaes and then ma.itre de conferences e.t the 

. I Ecole Normale super1eure~ and in 1903 he was ap-

pointed professor .of. French literature in the Fa.a-

ulty of Letters of the University of Par!s. In 

1911•12, and again in 1916-17 _. ha lectured ns a 

visiting French p~ofessor at ~olumbia University,, 

Ue\v York. In 1919 he was ntade ~irector of' his 
. I . 

alma mater, the Ecole Norma.le supe:rieure. Recently 

he has retired from active work. His present ad-

dress is 282 Bouleva.1-.d Ras pail, Po.ris. During the 

course of his career M~ Lanson ha.s been a member 

o.nd orrioel? or a number of French literary socie• 

ties a.nd an officer of the·Legion of Honor. 

William A. Nitze and E. Preston Dargan give 

the follovring estimate of M. Lanson's. worki 
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He ho.s evolved towai'lda the histori• 
cnl and scientific t1,.,eatment of liters.tty 
texts• His early volume 011. Bos suet re• 
venled a taste that \1as conservative,, 
Classical, and certainly not anti•ole1'"' 
:tca.li . His most important work:t the Ilia • 
toire de la Littera.tw.,e Fran9eise, aMl 
'p1.,oposes '"culture a.*na t'h'.e"' savoring of in• 

· dividual authors as the· eh1ef aims or . 
literary study., But the histo1~:tesl ap-.. 
proach neeeeaarily leads a critic into 
the development of chains or ideas nnd 
chains of influence;· and the dentonatra..,, 
tibn of these things is pe!'he:ps, for the 
advanced student, the main value or 1vr. 
Lanson's Histoire.,. The.book abounds ·in··· 
thought, psyobo!ogical insip;bt!I .,udg-
ment; and information,. M4 Lanson a method· 
becomes more and more scientific in his 
c:riticai editions of Volte.ire's Lett:r.es .. 
Philosophiques and .of Lamartine's pre:;-
n.tieres 1;10aitations • in which the object 
Is to surround tne author eXhaustively 
with· possible influences pertaining to 
his literary environment or background.·· 
'l'hese ure technical monuments (as is al.• 
so. the indispensable Mo.nu.el Biblio~ra-
hique de. la Littei,,a.ture' i·{ran aiae. Mod.-

erne ,, but M •. Lo.nsonca.n also please 
ancr-1nrorm the general reader with hia 
studies on Corneille and Voltaire made 
for the Grai1ds }~;cri vs.ins series,.·, **11lis 
critic does abundant justice to the 
eightee11th century nnd shows apprecia-
tion of' contemporary c~rents as we11.1 

Fortunnt Strowski writes!· 

M. G. Lnnson;.the celebrated professor 
of French literature at the' Sorbonne~ has· 

l. A History of French Liternture ('jlrew ":tork .. 
1922), page '715. 
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been .. :ror a long time dro.mntia c1--itic of 
the Grande Revue.· But 1 voluntarily 1 he 
hus made this ac'ti vi ty only a small pa.rt 
of his work. The great effort nnd the 
great honor of his life have lJeen to es• 
tablish, not as science, but as method, ' 
an a~t of studying French literature. 
Ria Histoire de ln I,i tters.ture Fran aise 
reve a . s a remal." ta e power o · syn :10 s s; 
the philosophical signifiounce of liter-
ary worka 1 the historionl roles of authors 
are herein exhibited v1ith a foroe of 
thought that no one ho.s equnled. Poetic 
merit and joy in the beauties of litara-

. ture a~e not too much forRotten, in spite or the severity of the thought nnd of the 
method.2 -

The esteem in which M. Lanson :1.s held by his 

former students m1d other contemporary men of let-

te11s is . evidenced by a volume Melanges (Paris, 

1922), published in his honor by a group of his 

friends and pupils. The book contains pieces of 

literary scholarship by more than fifty contribu-

tors, several of whom are scholars of internationnl 

reputation. 

Another testimony to 'M. f.A1nson 1s greatness as 

teacher and scholar is ~iven by Andre Morize, pro-• ' 

fesso~ of F~ench literature in Harvard University, 

\"lhO writes in the Introduction of his book Problems 
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and Methods of Literarz His1~or:r, v11th Sp~eial Refer._ 

enoe to '.Modern Freneh Lite1"'atutte (Boston1 1922), 

page iii: 

A memory and a vrish a:re respori~i· 
ble for this book., 

.. · The. memo'ry is or yea?'s, a.lre~dy 
distant, v1h~n the author was pr:tvi- . 
leged to study at the Universite' de 
Paris and the Ecole Morme.le Sup6r-
ieure under excellent masters. From 
the ae yea.rs he ho.s brought avm.y s. 
feeling of special gratitude for the 
devotion with which these masters 
strove not only to conmlunioate to their 
pupils a part of thei1" own .learning but 
also to initiate them into the a.atua.l 
methods of scientific.work. He cannot 

\ forget the conferences Oll Saturday af• 
ternoons when, grouped about Professo~ 
G. Lanson, a few. young men vTere made 
acquainted with the tools and the prao-
tioal side of a study still new to them; 
or those hours when Lanson generously 
placed· at their disposal the material 
destined to form the Manuel Bibliogra• 

. phiqu,e·; o:r, above all, the moments of 
personal contact when~ with his wealth or erudition;his keen penetration, his 
strict but kindly criticism, he guided 
hi~ students,, started them on .the right 
road and kept them in it, pointed out 
the stumbling•blocks, and explained the 
best way to avoid them and to proceed ,. 
with safety and success •. ·Those were ·un-
forgetable lessons~. and tbei:r memory, 
to which.the author hopes not to prove 
faithless, will be found in every chnp· ... 
ter or- this book. The name of G. Lanson 
will uppea)j several times, but the echo 
of his thought and of his very words 
will be heard on every page. 
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In the c.o~se :or his busy· career M. Lanson 

has produced a great and varied m_ass of'· scholarly 

work.· ·A complete bibliography of his publicat~ons 
/ up to 1922 is to lJe round in th.e book 'Melr1nge .. s, re .. 

ferred to above, pages ·7-.21. This bibliography 

lists 226 items. His \vorks include a considerable 

number or books and e. large number or articles pub-

lished in various periodicals and in the Grande En-
I pzclopedie • · 

In his special field, modern French litera~ure, 

his two outstanding worka·of a·general cliaracter 

are Histoire de la, Litteratl.1.re FJ.~a.'11Q9;ise (1894; 

17th ed. 1922)3,4.and Manuel Bibliogra.phique de ls. 

L1tte1-iature J?re.n2a.1se Moderne 1500-1900 (1909-14; 

revised ed. 1921) .5 Other importa11t general works ... 

:;. V!ith the single exception·noted, M. La.n-
eon's books are published at Paris. 

· 4. Up to 1922 this book had reached a sale of 
195,000 copies. 

5.r: Andre Morize.writes of this work. Problems 
and Methods o~ Literary History, pages 16-lB: · 

The book that should be a constant 
companion to the student :ls the Manuel 
Biblio~raphique de la Li tte:t1a ture I1're.n-
2a1se. Noaer11a • 1soo-I9d0, by U. tanson •••• 

llere . is a bi13liography a la rran-
2:9-is~. simple, clear, and me'€ilocIIca!. 



are: Lt Art de la Prose ( 1908; 3~cl ed. 1920) 1· 

Honnne s et Li\Tres. 
. , 

Etudes Morales et Litteraires 

( 1895); pisquisse, d 'une tristoi~e d~, la ... 'l'ragep.ie 
6 franqaise (New York, 1920). 

a 

Tu!. Lanson' s studies of a more special nature 

in modern French literature include: Boileau 

(Collection des Grands Ecri vain's Fra.n9ais. 1892 f 

5th ed. 1920); 

5th ed. 1920)J 

Corneille (Granda Ec:rivains. _.1'898; 
Bos suet (1891) 3rd ed. 1894): ·1~1-

- -
There is no .wish to impress the reader 
by accumulating titles and references; 
throughout ·there is an effort to simpli- · 
fy, to blaze trails twough the immense· 
bibliographical forest, and to lay out 
paths easy to follow and always leading 
somewhere. • • , . ~ . ~ . . . . . ~ ~ . . . . .. 

Taking the Manuel Bibli,ographique 
as a whole, it is dacided:!:v superior in 
two respects to all previous reference 
books of French literature. 

On the one ho.nd, it constantly men-
tions the· revie\vs ·and bulletins of learned 
societies •• ~ ~ · · 

·0n the othet- hand, the Manuel is m.ueh 
lllOre,. and much better I Unde:t- {;;9 apparent . 
dryness, than· a list .of titles and names. 
It is, indeed, a. mine of valuable suggea ... 
tions for studies to· be undertt:t.ken· a:na· for 
the interpretation of great literary evm1ts. • 
• • 
6. This book, published by the Columbia Univer-

sity lTess,·presents an outline of a course of lec-
tures delivered by M. Lanson a.a professor of French 
literature at that University diu:•ing the academic 
year 1916•17. 



· vella de· ·1a. Cllausse~ .et la Comedie Lar:noyante (1887; 

··2nd ed-. l903)J7. Volte.:ii.,e· (Grn11ds Ec1')1va.ins. · 1906; 

2nd ed. 1910). 

This scholar has also prepa~ed two important 

critical editions, Lettres Philosophicµes of Vol-

taire (1909; revised ed. 1918), Mdditations Poet-

'1q\1es by Lamnrti11a (Les Grands Eci:ive.i11s de la 

France• 1915), and ni11et~en editions or stando.??d 

. French worka fol? elo.ss use.· 

He has issued four volumes of seleottons with. 

introductions: Pages Choisies de Balzac (1895), 

.P.ages Choisies de Flaubexat (1895); Se.inte-Beuva, 

Extra.its des Causeries du Lundi. Portraits Litter-

e..ires·· et Portraits d.e Femmes (1899; 211d ed. 1909); 

Pa~e~ Chois~es ~'Anatole Franc~ (1898). 

!n the field of Latin literature M. Lanson has 

published De }1anl:to Poe ta EJusque Ine;enio · ( 1887) CL.J.d 

editions· of Gicero 1s Seconde Philippique (1881) o.nd 

ne· Sti.pliciis ( l882) • 

.. The bibliography of M. Lanson's writings in-

cludes fifty studies on vn~ious·questions of educa-

tion and teaching~ most of which have been printed 

?. This work was crowned by the French Academy. 
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in. per1odic;;il$•. Of. p~r:t:t~ul~ .. inper~st. ~o. µs· in . 

. th1.s . group is .. the. bp9k f1rois Mois d 1 Enseignemen,,t. 

a.ux Etats·U11is (1912). 

Fo!t class u~e he. has written: £_;'~noires cle_· 

Oo~1position ·et de i,?t~le .(1887;. ~nd ed.: t~.90); .~

sails sur 1 1 Art· cl 'Ecrire (189lj 10th ed,_ 1919) j 

].Btu~~s Pra.tiques de C(?t!lPOJ!1.tion Fransaise (189lh 

Other \Vorks on ·the Method of LH;erary nisto'.ry 

It is not the ·w-ritel''s aim to present here a 

complet.e ?r even lengthy list of treatises on his-

.tor.ica.l method 1ri 'literatnre, but rather to indicate 
I • • • 

a fevi select works 'in ·.Fr.eiioh ·and "English_. ·i·ii th which 
' '' ' ·' 1 

'the . 1ntereste'd. 's~ude1it may supplement his reading or 

M, Le.nson's 'essay~ 

The essay translated here is the fullest exposi• 

tion M • Lanson hes vrri tten of the method. . of li tar~y 

history which he hns advocated a.1id prnet:tced during 

his career a.s scholar and teacher; but in a number 

of other articles he has expressed himself on var~ 

ious phases of the subject .. 

Early statements of M. Lanson's ideas on meth-

od in literary studies are to be found in the "Ave.nt-
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Propos" of the original edition of his Histoire de 
I f& Litteratu~e F1')an9nise (1894) and or Hommes et 

Livres(l895). In the forme:r he outlines the aims 

and principles which have guided him in the produc-

tion of the work. In the latter he presents a or1~ 

tiaism of the methods or Sainte-Beuve8 and Brune-
tiere9 and sketches his own method as applied in the 

boolt• 

In an '1 Allocution Prononoee a l i Ouverture des 

Oonferenoes de l'Ann6e soolaire 1901-1902 a la Fae• 
\. 

ulte des Lettres de i•universite de ParisnlO M• 

Lanson discusses the character nnd spirit of studies 

in modern French literature at the University. The 

address opens with a swift resume of the "adven-

turealt of literary history and criticism during the 

past three centuries. It continues with a descrip-

tion or the disagreement among literary historians 

of the do.y regarding the prope~ method of' work. 'r'hen 

M. Lanson speaks of the correct relati.on between. the 

a. See note 35 at the end of this work. 

9. see notes 2 and 28 at the end of th1a work. 

10. Printed in the Revue Internationale de 
l'Enseignement, vol. 42, 19o1, pages 385-397. 
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methodology of literary history and that of the 

physical sciences e.nd outlines the method wh1c1~ he 

believes-in and practices. He closes with the hope 

that .the students will adopt this method for their ' 

own studies in literary histo~r• 

A pamphlet Methodes de l*Histoire Litt6raire 

by Gustave Lanaon,ll brings together three of his 
' -

'; 

pro11ouneements. In the first section of this.pam_. 

phlet are printed extracts ·:rrom "Le9on d 7ouvertul:'e 

du·oolirs d'Eloquenoe Franqs.ise,11 .the lecture ·de-. 
livered by M. Lanson at the University of· Pa1-:1is, 

Ja.nua.!'y 9, 1904, on the ocoasion 0£ his succession 

to Gustave tnrPoumet (1852-1903) in the Cha.i11e·dte1-
- .. 

oquence fran90.ise. In this lecture M. 110.nson re• 

views the ca.reel' of M. Lrrrrou."net 1 a pupil or. .the 
' . . . ' philologist Eugene Benoist (1831-188'7) .a.n.d a disci-

ple of Sainte--Beuve.,12 He praises and expresses 

personal indebtedness to nir~ Larroumet for the de-
/ . . 

velopment and application of an exact, objeot1ve, 

historical inethod in his worlcs, which include his 

11. Etudes Fro.n2e.ises,,, premier anhier, Paris; 
1925• 

12. See note 35 at the end of this v1ork. 
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thesis, a monuinental work crowned by the French 

Academy entitled_Marivaux, Sa Vie et Ses Oeuvres 

( 1883) 1 two books of a mol;'e popular nature 1 .!:!:_ 

Comedie de Moliere 1 11 Auteur et le Milieu (1886) 

and Racine (G~anda Ecrivains. 1898), and various 

other literal:'y stud.1es. 0 1111 ·his articles, n s.ays 

M~ I,s.naon . (page 18), 11reveal the snn1e breadth of 

information, the snma solidity of construction• 

They are built, whenever the subject perinita, upon 

this model:- trnat sort of ·mun is tho author? Bio-

graphy, psychology, esthetic, o~ social tendencies. 

What is the nature of the work? Its place in a 

genre; a group, a movement; and then in this genre., 

th:is gl"OUP,. this niovement, its· special distinctton 

or que.11 ty. • • • u 

· For· conm1ent upon and quotations f'rom the second 

and most important article in the pamphlet, "L'Es• 

prit soientifique et la Methode de l'Histoire Lit-

tere.ire,0 the rea.'der is referred to notes 28 and 

35 e. t , the· .end of this worlt •- · 

The third article in the pamphlet is 0 Quelque 

·itots sur .L 'Eiplioation ·de ,Textes0 •. 13 . As his text 

:io, ; 

13•~ This article, written by M •. Lanson \Vhile 
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in this admirable· essay 1\·1. r,a.nson takes a q·uesti.on 

of an lunericnn wit, nwho wns the torturer who tn ... 

vented ·the explication or texts?" He .1ustitiea 

college a11d university instruction in the interpre-

tation. of. texts on the ground tha.t·few persona.; even 

eduoa ted persons, know hov1 to ·read 111· the true sense 

of the word. 11 Prnctice in expl:Lcatio1l., n vn?itas M. 

Lanson (page 40) B "has for its ob.ject • • • ·the de-

velopment among studen-ts of the habit of reading 

ri.ttenti vely a.11.d of inte11 preting exactly 11 terary 

texts• : It aims to ,rendel" them capable of finding · 

in a page ·or a book of a \·roiter that'· 1t;hich :ts in it, 

all that is in it, and nothinpt thnt is not in :tt ••. 
tl • • 

. ' 

·Continuing, he discusses "the aims and methods 

of explieation·as used in the production of liter-

ary history and criticism, and gives an acoount·o:r 

. the instruction in this 'type of v1ork that is given 

in French schools. The essential principles of 

this article and a more· concrete ex.position or the 

method of interpreting texts are included in the 

he was at Oolumbia University as visiting professor 
1916-17, was published in the Bulletin de la Me.ison 
Franxa.ise, d,e 1 1Universite Columbia, Jan ... Feb., 19!~ • 

. , 
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ess.e.y ... translated here. 

Other articles by M. La.nsoi1 treating the sub-

ject Of .method in liter.ary studies, to vn11ch the 

writer has not had access, include the following: 

nHistoire Litterair~: Resultats Recants et Prob• 

lames Aotuels";14 11 Programme d'E·tudes sur l'H1q~ 

toire Provino1ale .et la Vie Litteraire· en France";l5 
0 L'Histoire Littere.ire et la soaiologie";l6 nLe. 

rtiethode en Histoire Litternire",,17 

·An elaborate treatment of the suhject in Freneh 

is La Methode Soientifique de l'Histoire Littera1re 

(Paris, 1900) by Geol'ges Rene.rd (184'7- ). The spir-

it and aims or this book are revealed in the follow-
ing .Para.graphs from the Introduction, pages 2-6: 

The instability which it is too easy 
to discover in the historic monuments erec-
ted, up to.this time, by the best architects 

. . · .. , 
14. Revue de s;ynthese Historique,, vol~ I 1 

1900, pages 52-83. 

15, Revue d 1Histoire Moderne et contempora.ine, 
Ap~il 151 !9030 

· 16. ~evue de !1etaphzsisue et de Morale, July, 
1904. 

l~. Revue· du Mois, April 10, 1911. This arti-
ole was virritten in r~sponse to a criticism by M. ch. 
Salomon <;>f the essay here reproduced. · 



results from several causes and especial• 
ly from faults in method.. But these faults 
themselves result from a confusion of ideas 
which it is necessary to clear up at the 
very beginning. 

I should wish that a sharp distinction 
be ma.de betwee.n !?;i.storz o;t .literature and 
criticism in the prope~ sense of the wo~d. 

I do not say that they huve nothing of 
simila~ity; I merely insist that they have 
more of disaimile:rity. Sisters, it you 
please: but two sistex-~, even if they be 
t•.rdns, are none the less tvm distinct per-
sons. 

Criticism is to the history of lite~
atu:re what politics is to sociology, medi• 
cine to physiology; the one applies that 
which the other hns diseove~ed and tested; 
the one wishes to act immediately upon men 
and things;· the other carries to the study 
or the laws of life absolute disinterested.-
ness end :seientif'io serenity. 

The critic, in judging literary works, 
has the intention, avowed or ta.cit, of in-
fluencing his contemporarieso He .. is the · 
common adviser of both the write~s and the 
public. To the authors he says or suggests: 
Follow this road which is good;· avoid that 
other which is dangerous. . To spectators 
and readers he gives advice which can be 
epit~nized thus: Read a certain book and 
you.,.will profit.from it. see a certain 
play end you will find pleasUI'e in it• 

. He devotes himself moat often to the 
works or llving writers. His chief' runcti9n 
is, · in effect, to inform 9.J1.d guide the pub• 
lie,, to· make for it a primary selection 
from the gi~eat mass or current literary pro• 
duction, to designate that which deserves 
to be set apart., In that respect he is mil• 
itnnt and necessarily so. The fact thnt he 

16 



.approves or· disapproves suffices to impel 
the.public in one direction or another. 
He ma:r be broad-minded or narrow, indul-
gent or severe, of varying opinions or 
dom.'l'.latic. It makes no differenoe! He 
states his preferences· or lets them. be 
divined. For him to adl."1i1,e is to set up 
e. 111odel for imitation; to scoff· is to 
prevent sympathy from being born or de-
claring itself'~ 

In so doing ha exercises a. rip.ht; he 
pe1,forms also a duty. For not only does 
he have charge, in some measure, or the 
minds of the public, but also und a1)ove · 
n.11 1 in.his ea.po.city as thinker, a:rtist, 
citizen, man, he has his role to play in 
the bnttle of ideas, the conflict between 
various schools, the strup:p:le between dif-
ferent types·or beauty. Impartiality is 
for him neither desirable nor possible. 
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It is necessary, willingly or unv,rtllinp:ly, / 
that he declare himself, that he take sides, 
that he choose between the divers fashions 
of conceiving art and life, under pain of 
condemning himself,/if he does not 1 to per• 
feet insignificance. 

The critic occupies v..1.~self sometimes 
with dead writers. At times he drags them 
from the tomb to offer them as an example; 
at times he demands of them arguments with 
which to sustain a thesis dem" to him• He 
uses· them in every case as ins·truments · 
which serve to defend his.parsonnl convic-
tions or predilections. 

The historian, on t..he contrary,· if he 
· wishes to eliminate a great cause or error, 

ought to get rid, a.s fnr e.s possible, of 
his personality. It is not for him to say 
that he likes or dislikes .. ·u:ts first ob-
ligation is to efface himself in order to 

. leave in ftl.11 l:l.~ht that which he a. ttempts 
to undel"ste.nd ·and exnla.in... Is he catholic 
or protestnnt, monarchist or republiean, 
idealist or realist, classicist or roman-



ticist? That is a.secret between his 
conscience o.nd himself~ a secret which 
he is forbidden to betray in his judg~ 
ments,; Is it not necessary for him to 
d1sccive~ and reveal the raison d 1etra 
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or all tastes, or all the tlieories which 
have in turn held sway over men? If ha 
does not have a mind sufficiently open 
and a henrt sufficiently calm to rende:tt 
justice to works the mostaontl'ary to 
his orm temperament, let him become a 
polemic. let him hurl himself b:ravely 
into tho m~lee, but let him renounce 
history? It, is a domain v1hich is not 
made for him. Ove~ the door through 
which one enters to it should be read 
this inscription: You who enter he~e 
put aside every passion exoept the love 
of Truth first and then the love of 
Beauty. 

The historian ought not even to 
write with a view of sustaining a the-
sis, of justifying a system; he takes 
too (Sl'eat a risk in so doing of falsi-
fying the meaning or the phenomena which 
he studies. If he desires to insinuate 
among the ·tacts arguments in support of 
a dootrine which he holds dear, he is 
led in spite of himself to exagge~ate 
some tacts and neglect others; he cre-
ates an interest, which is a sure means 
0 or ag:reeably blinding the eyes, n to . 
use an exnression of Pascal• He would 
try in vain to be true to his firm ~e
solve to tell all that he sees, he is 
no longer in a condition to see clear• 
ly. 

Does this mean that history, in 
forbidding itself every utilitarian aim, 
must be condemned to be only a waste of 
time and energy; that the immense la-
bor which' it involves must end in ~ain 
knowledge, from whichbumanity will nev• 
er receive any advantage? That would be 
sad; happily, it is oerte.in thflt know-
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ledge of the past can serve the present , 
and the future, and that there can be 
gleaned from it lessons of great value. 
But this is only on the condition that 
the facts speak for themselves, that 
they compel, without being strnined, de• 
monstrable conclusions. To the critic 
falls the task of npplying them, or bas-
ing his ,judgments and counsels upon the 
discovered la-vvs;, the historian himself 
limits his ambition to establishing 
solidly their reality. Pra.ct1cnl re-
sults can be a.r1d ought to be the result 
of his researches; they a~e not his 
true object. History, one would say 
if one were not afraid of stating a 
paradox, can be truly useful only when 
treated as if it were to be useless. 

All that precedes can be summarized 
in a few words. Criticism is above all 
an art; history tends more and more to 
become a science. The one should remain 
for the most part subjective; the other 
strives to become as ooject!ve as possi• 
ble. By what method can it approach this 
ideal? That is the question which is go• 
ing to occupy us. 

M. Renard's book is divided into three parts. 

The first part, dealing with the general plan of 

the history or n literature, treats or the necessity 

for a connected history; reasons for preferring the 

inductive method; various questions which the his-

torian should aak himself; and the means of deter-

mining the limits of a literary 'Period. The second 

part elaborates the object of the scientific study 

of a literary ·work, and discusses the distinction be .. 

tween questions or fact and of tastei internal and 
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external analysis of e. literary workJ the means of 

acquiring lmovrledge nbout the autho:r; three types 

of causes which may act upon an s.uthor; investiga-. 

tion of the effects produced by a l:tter-ary work; 

objections to.the soientifio study or a literary 

.. work; and the question of taste, a mntter which is 

outside the domain of science. Considering in the 

final part the study of literature in a given epoch 

and the causes and laws of literary evolution, M~ 

Rena.rd writes or the impossibility or restricti11g 

oneself' to the study of a few great worlts; the 

search for general tr-uths; the means of finding 

the general formula of an epoch; .. literature and 

the psycho-physiological, terrestrial, cosmic·; and 

social milieus; literature in its relation to eco• 
nomic. conditions, politic~l life, lnw, fmnily life, 

mundane affairs, religion, ethics,.scienc~, the 

arts, public .education,. learned societies, and co-

teries; connections of a literatur~ with foreign 

literatures and its own po.st; th.e general formula 

of a.n epoch; the cause ·and essential laws of t11e 

variations in literary_ taste. 

Probably the most useful book 1n English on 

the subject or method in literary history is the 
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work by Andre Morize already referred to,18 ~

};,ems and I)tethods of Literary History, with S:tzocinl 

Reference to modern French I.11te1"lature. A Guide for 

Gt'aduate Students. '!"he following paragraphs quoted 

fl'om the Introduction, pages v-viii, make olenr the 

author's intent in the book: 

The aim ia, first, to give to the nov-
iee in literary history a clenr idea or the 
field he is entering--to define its charac-
teristics cuid limits, its relations with the 
two neighboring provinces of literary orit1-
c1sm and history;· next, to familiarize him· 
with the.indispensable implements ~nd tool.a; 
lastly, to introduce him to the princi~al 
problems that may arise and to help him to 
find the so1utiona. . . . . ~ . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Students must not suppose that they are 
herewith offored some variety of 0 Praotica.l 
Receipt-Book," with the methods of literary 

.history tabulated in rules and formulas, 
ready to be applied to fresh cases. such an 

. attempt ,could not be realized, and in any 
event would be absurd. They need not expect 
to be shown in these pages any short cuts for 

· avoiding difficulties and obstacles. What · 
they will find is a sort·or atlas of liter-
ary history,, a collection of maps of .the 
country they plu...~ to explore; · on these are 
marked its intricacies and resources, and the 
safe highways from which·t11e pioneers:must 
start their explorations. 

r.,astly, this work will fulfill its· nu-
thor' s earnest desire·1r it helps to develop 
in ou~ young students, together with a taste 

18. See Introduction, pages· 5-6. 



ror literai1y reseaJ.~oh, the attitude of 
· mind that i11su1.,es success, and. that is.::.:. 
'nothingt after a11,· but scientific cur-
iosity combined with. aoientifio.oonscien-
·tiousness~ ··A love· or precision joined 
·to aspirations toward general ideas; re~·· 
speot fo11 historical facts, and warm o.p.-
preciation of beautiful writings; minute-
ness in research; and breadth of view; 
finesse in· analysis; s·trictr1ess in eri ti-
c ism; ·penetration in aesthetic ,judgments; 
lastly, exa.c·ting. loyalty tovra.rad oneself, 
toward faota, tmva.rd the idens o.nd the men· 
studied,••these are a rew of the valuable · 
qualities that, thoroughly under-stood and 
thoroughly carried out, 11 tera:ry studies . 
tend to develop. · Fo~ the training of stu-
dents there is no better school. 'May this 
book prove an acceptable introduction. 

Although, as the title suggests~ the biblio-
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graphical and illustrative materials or the book bear 

upon modern French literature., it nevertheless has 

great practical value for students ot English, Ameri• 

can, or any other literature. Professor Morize has 

written chapters dealing with the following topics: 

the objects and methods of literary h1stol'y; the · 

preparation of an edition; establishing a. .. critical 

bibliography; investigation o.nd interpretation of 

sources; ~hronology in literal'y history; problems 

of authenticity ~nd attribution; questions. of ver-

sification; treatment of biographical materia.1 in 

the history of literature: questions of success Rnd 

ot influence; the history of literature in comieo-



tion with the history of ideo.a and or mnnners; 
preparation nnd redaction or a thesis.· 
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In spite of the fact tha.t they deal primarily 

with literary criticism rnther thnn litAral'y his-

tory, the vn~ite~ feels.that he ahould include in 

. this list An Introduction to the Methods and rira.ter-

ials of I.1itere.ry Cri tia:tsm. The Bases in J\esthet:tcs 

and Poetics (Boston, 1899) by Charles Mills Gayley 
(1858- ) o.nd Fred Newton Scott (1860 .... ) o.nd Methods 

and Materials of Literary Criticism. Lyrio, E:pio, 

and Allied Forms of Poetry (Boston, 19~0) by c. M. 
" 

Ga.yley o.11d Bonj a.min P°'J.tntm1 Kurtz ( lS'77- ) • A third 

volume proposed for thin series will present tragedy, 

comedy, and cognate forms. 

In the Preface of' the first volume, page iv; 

the nutho1"s vnii te: 

This book does not advocate or advance 
a. method, nor does it aim to supply the ma-
terial necessary for exhaustive investiga-
tion of any one department of literary cri-
ticism. It seeks to place before those in• 
terested a conspectus of the ~roblems to 
be solved, a revievr of the methods sugges-
ted for their solution, an indication of 
the·materials available with refererioe to 
their sources and frequently to their qual-
ity. 

And in the Preface of the second volume~ page 

iii, Professor Gayley, the origino..tor of the enter-



p1')ise, sets forth ·cha aims of the book in these 

words: 
Obviously imperfect as it is, this 

introt1uctio11 to the study of the lyric 
and epic kinds goes forth in the persua• 
s 1011 tho. t it mo.y be of use to thoaa who 
desir-e 01"ientntion, a systematic statement of the more gcmero.l problems to be solved,. 
a. q11iok access to the inforination avail• 
able for the process+ Thoae who t~10uld 
naturally be interested are the college 
student. and the teacher of lite~ature, the 
investigator of literary history and th$• 
ory, the 1'1eviewe:r1--those, in short, who 
malte or ori ticism a discipline, a.n aim,· 
or a profession. 

The work, though voluu11n.ous, ie one 
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of first s.id only; it has not the affront• 
ery to p:retend to exhaust:tve11ess. The a~
rs.ngement of sub.1ects, the problems proposed, 
the meflns suggested for their solution,· the 
running disoussion, a.Pe for practical con-
venience in opening up investigation rnther 
than for the advocacy of method or the for-· 
mulntion of conclusions, both of whiah must 
depenf]. upon the scholarship and mature de• 
liberation, the judgment and skill, of the 
individual~ • • • 

-

The student will find in the bibliographical 

lists and the discussions offered 111. these volumes 

valuable aid in certain of the problems which liter-

ary history involves. 

Finally, the student is refertaed to A List of 

.Books an.d,. Artiol;es 1 Chiefly Bibliograp]1ical, D~· 

signed to Serve_ as an Introduction to the Biblio-

gre.ph:y: and Methods or E11ftlish Literary His"l~ory (4th 
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ed., Ohioe.go" 1926) compiled by Tom Peete Cross 

(10?9• ). In this publication a longer list of 

w~rks dealing ·with method in literary history than 

that presented. here and other helpful bihliogre.pn .. 

:teal guidnnce are to l)e found. 

The Translation nnd the Notes 

In t:re.nslating M. Lanson's essa;r the W!'iter 
has produced as nearly literal a rendering or tl·e 

French as was consistent with his aim of present-
ing to English l.,eaders clear and oorrect English. 

Everywhere, he believes# he has reproduced the 

thought if not the actual phraseology or the au-

tho?t. 

The footnotes in the text, refe~red to by l~t

tera, were vwitten by M. Lanson. Numbers in the 

text refer to 11otas by the editor grouped nt the 

end or the v1ork. In these notes such inf'ormo.tion 

has been given e.s will make the essay ole~ to un-
de~gradua te students not familiar with French lit-

erature; and a limited amount of supplementary 

material, relevant to the text~ has been presented. 

English renderings or French material used in the 
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1ntnoduct1on .a.11d in the notes tll?e 1 with the one ex• 

ception.11oted, by the present eclitor• 

· ~1hroughout the work the J1Jnglish system of Qap-

i tnlize.ti on has been used in writing the titles of. 

French publications. 



THE METHOD OF LITERARY H~STORY a 

by 

Gustave Lanson 

The method of which I ant going to t'ry to give 

a. conception is not or my own invention: I have 

merely reflected upon the practices of certain ~f 

my elders, of my contemporaries, and even of my 

juniors. 
It. 1s not peculiar to modern French litera-

ture: it is the method which, in its spirit at 

least and in its prino'ipal l~les, has served MM. · 

Alfred and Maurice Croiset for the writing of 

their history of Greek literature, Tul. Gaston Bois-. . . 
sier for his study 'of Latin literature, and t~~. G. 

Paris and J. Bedier for the elucidation of 'French 

literature or the Middle Ages.b,l .It is the one 

a. This pieoe was v1ritten in September, 19C9, 
and revised in May-June, 1910. Most of the notes 
are more recent, 

b • . I 'should say a~so, Ferdinand Bruneti~re, 
if' his temperament a.a logician a..nd orator• his evo• 
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which has produced in France many excellent vol• 
umes upon all the liters.twas of Ei.trope and the 

world. 

If my :retlections·conoern chiefly French lit• 
ernture since the Honnissnnoe., it is because I know 
it best nnd meditate constantly u.pon·1t;3 it is 
also because in all the othe~ domains the utility 

' ... ' ' 

or exact n1ethods is not disputed. But modern 
French literature is e. stage fol' all oonoeits, a 
b,attleground for e.ll prejudices, and, let us say 
it in a whisper, nn asylum also for all wenknesses. 
Everyone feels himself competent to speak of it as 
soon a.s he begins to take pride in his intellect, 
aa soon as he develops enthusiasms or aversions; 
and many of the literati make of t*method" a bug• 

bear. They believe themselves under the necessity 
of defending their pleasures and their individual 
modes or thought against its annoying tyranny. 

lutionary doat~ina, his lite:rary, political, social, 
and even religious, dogmatism had not carried this 
powe~fU.l spirit off the paths of histol":toe.1 and cri• 
tica.1 method and beyond legitimate inductions. But 
he presented in many· articles models f~om which we 
oan formulate ideas upon scholarship. And he vm~r; 
on the. whole, a great tea.cha!', dangerous f:o:r some" · 
helpful for many. He taught· talent. 'to· work and nev-
er disdained exact knowledge~2 
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These a?l.t"'ti.et:tes. "a.re ch:!me1~1oa1. 

We do not ·th...reateI1 the enjoyment or tho reader 

who. d<?sires in li tera.ture merely a d.elionte rec1.,oa-

tio11 wherein the . opi~i t . is refined and nov..rishod •. 

It ia necessary tho.t we ourse+,ves be first of all 

just such !*eadel"s, that we constantly r~tl1rn to. 

that attitude• Systematical study is ndded to this 

ac.tivity, and does not. replace 1~ • 

. :Nor do we abolish any of the forms of li ternrv 

criticism. 

Impressionistic criticism is unimpeachable and 

legitimate so long as it stays within the bounds of 

its definition. The trouble is that it never stays 

there. The ma.n who describes what hnppens within 

himself when he l:2eads a book, without asserting.any-

thin~ more than his internal reactions, furnishes to 

literary history a valuable sort of testimony, of 

which we shnll never have too much. But ~a.rely 

does .a critic a.bsta.in from insinuating historical 

judgments among his impressions· 01 .. giving his modi-

fication for the true oharo.atcr of the ob;lee·t. 

As impressionism is rarely pure. so it is. rare-

ly absent.. It disguises itself in i~person!' .. l his-

tory and logic; it inspires the systems which go 
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beyond or distort known facts .•. 

One of the chief. employments of method is to 

give chase to that imp:r~essioniam which @:oes astray 

or does not know its O\Vtl mind, nnd purge our- woi.,k 

of it. But as for frank impressionism, a measure 

of the reaction of a mind to e. book, we aocApt tt: 

it is of service to us. 

Nor do we beat- a grudge again~t dogmatic cri-

ticism. It also is a document for our use. Every 

dogmatism, esthetie, moral, political, social., re• 

ligious; 1s the expression either of.' an individual 

reeling or a group sentiment: every dogma.tic de• 

c~aion concerning a literary worlt reveals to us 
the way in which an individual or a group is affec• 

ted by tha.t work, and, \Vith proper precautions, ba-. 

oomes a part of its history. We insist 6nly that 

dogmatic criticism; which is nh"le.ys biased and ar-

dent and which willingly accepts its belief as a 

criterion not only for the truth of ideas but ·also 

for the rea.li ty of facts, should li.ot set i tae lf up 

as history, and should not be accepted by the pttb .. 

lie as history. We should wish that before judging 

Bossuet4 and Voltaire5 in the name of a dootrine or 
a religion, the critic should appl7 himself to the 
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task of becoming acquainted with them, without 

thil-lking of anything other thnn of bringing to-

gethe1? the gren teat possible mass or authentic 

inf'ozwJlation and or· establishing the largest poss'i-

ble·: number of verified l"eferences. our ideal is 

to succeed in bodying forth a Bossuet and a Vol-· 

ta.ire of which neither.the Catholic nor the Anti-

clerica16 aa.n deny the :realit.y, to furnish them 

with representations 01~ these men which they will 

recognize, as genuine, and which they may adorn 

thereafter with whatever sentimental qualifications 

they please. 

Literary history is a p~t of the history of .. 

civilization. French.literature is a phaeQ of, the 

national life: it has recorded, in its long nnd 

rich development, nll the g1,adunl evolution of idens 

and sentiments which has been projected· in politi-

cal and social events and which ha.s become estab.0: 

J.ished in institutions, but more especially nll 

that inner nnd hidden life or suffering or of ns-

p1..ration which .. has not found expression in action. 

aur highest office is to lead those who read, 

to recognize in -a page of J;Ionta.igne, 7 in a play of 
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Oorneille,8 and even in a sonnet of Voiture,9 mo• 
' . ' . ' 

ments in human progress, Eul?opean ?r Fl")eneh. 

Like all history, literary history strives to 

come at general faats, to pick out the :r-epresentn-
tive facts, and to point out the connection be-

tween the two. 
Our method is then 1 essentiallyt the histori• 

cal method, and the best preparation for the student 

or literature will be to study the Introduction aux 

Etudes Histor1quea by ~™· Langlois and Seignobos, 

or the essay which M. G. l.ionod has. w11itten .tor an-
. .· 10 

other volmne of the aerie$ fo~ which I write this. 

However, there are between the ordinary mater-

ials or history properly speaking and those of our 

field certain important distinctions from which the1"e 
' • • I 

must result differences in met11od. 

The object of the historian's interest is the 

past! a pust of which there exist only tokens and 

remains from which :to reconstruct a. conception of 

what it vras. · Our object is the past also·, but e. 

past which still lives: literature is at once of 

the pa.st and or the present. The feudal r.egime,. 

the statecraft.of Richelieu, the Gnbella,11 Aus-

terlitz, are of a vanished pa.st which we ~econ• 
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struct. I,e Cid12 and Ce:ndj.dei3 a.re· o.lY;nys ctt!trent; 

the same as in 1636 and in 1?59, not like doci.nnents 

from the archives, royal ord1hnnces, ol' speoifioa-

tions or buildings, lifeless .and cold. w:l t'hout re ... 
, . 

lation to the life of today t but 1i1te paint:i.np;s of 

Rubens and Hembrandt, ever alive and still endowed 

vnth aotive prope~ties~ containing inexhaustible 
., 

possibilities for t~1e moral and esthetic e:Jtcitation 

of civilized nio.nlcind. 

Our condition is like that or the historians 

or art: our ma.tei.,ia.ls a~e works vrl11ch a1~e before 

us and which o.f feot us Just as they affected their 

first public. There is fol" us in this fact nn ad-

vnntage and a danger, som~th:tng at ~1 evonts.·peou• 

liar, vn1ioh must be expressed in_special p~ovisions 

in our method,. 

v.re handle without ·e. doubt, ns do the histo:rians, 

a grea. t mass of documents. But these doou1.Tlents 

serve to supplement, to throw light upon the works 

. which are the immediate and especial object of our 

interest. namely, the works or literature~ 
It is a. rather delicate tnsk to define a. 11lit• 

er_al"Y work"; I must, howevei-., attempt it. one can 

resolve upon two definitions, which, though separate• 
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ly ina.dequ.e.te,· ·a.re aomplement'tiry one to the othe!', 

and taken together embrace the entire body Of ma ... 
terial which we have to consider. 

Literature may be defined upon the basis of 

its relation to the public. The literary work is 

one which is not intended f ol'i a specialist, for 

special information or a part1cul~ use, or indeed, 

one, which having had originally that intention, 

goes beyond or survives it and gets itself ~ead by 

a multitude of pe1.,sons who seek in it only enter-. 

ta.inment or intellectual improvement. 

But the work of literature is defined, above 

all, by its intrinsic character. The!'e fll'Je poems 

which are restricted by their technique to a. very 
' ' 

limited pu.blic, and which will never be appreciated 

by the majority of readers: sha.11 they be put out-

side the bounds of li.tere.ture? The ma.rk of the 11 t-

era.ry work is the design or effect of art, it is 

beauty or grace of form. Special v;riters become 

literary by virtue of a form which enlarges or ex• 

tends their power of pe?1formance. Literature 1s 

ma.de up of all the works of which the sense e.nd ef• 

feat can be fully revealed only by an esthetic anal• 

ysis of their fol:m• 
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It· follows from this statement that in the 

vast mass of printed works, those po.rticula!1ly be-

long to our study ~hich by the nature of their form 

have the peculiar qunli ty or proclucing in the mind 

of the i'leader iuw.ginntive. stir1~ings,. emotional ex-

cdta.t~ons, and estbetic sensations• It is by vir-

tue ·.of this fact tho.t our study is not comp1.,0hended 

by other historical studies, nnd thnt litero.1.,y his-

tory is son1ething else than n smnll auxiliary 

science or history proper.14 

Vle study the history of the human spirit and 

of the national civilization in their liternr:v ex-

pressions, in thei1 ... literary expressions essential-

ly: and it is always through the medium of a style 

that we attempt to come at the udvnnce of ideas and 

of life. 
The masterpieces of literature a.re then indeed 

the rotes of our study, or if one prefers, they de-

note fo~ us so many centers of study. But let us 

not understand this word masterpiece in a present· 

or subjective sense. It is not only that which is 

a masterpiece for us and ro~ our contemporn~ies 

that we must study; it is everything that hns been 

a masterpiece at any given moment, all the works in 
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vn1ioh a French public has reoognized its ideal of 

beauty, of goodness, or of strength. v~Jhy is it 

that some of these have lost their active proper-

ties? Are they extinguished stars? or hs.ve we 

today eyes which are no longer sensitive to cer-

tain rays? our task is to understand even these 

dead works; and in order to do that, it is neces-. 

sary to treat them. otherwise than as documents f:rom 

the archives: we must by a conscious eff.o~t of sym• 

pa.thy make ourselves capable of feeling the virtue 

of' their form. 

This sentient and esthetic quality of the 

works which o.re our "special businesan is respon-

sible for the fact that we ea.nnot study them with• 
out a disturbance of heart, imagination, and taste. 

It is at once difficult for us to eliminate our 
personal reaction and dangerous to retain it •• Dif• 

ficulty number one of method. 

The historian, faced with a document, endeav• 

ors to evaluate its personal elements in order to 

eliminate them. Yet. it is to these very persona.I 

elements that the stimulative o:t' esthetic power of 

the work is attached; and it is necessa:ry for us 

to preserve them. The historian in ma.kin~ use of 
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a testimony of Saint-Simonl5 sets himself to recti-

fying it, 'that is, to taking Saint-Simon out of it; 

and we to taking from it precisely that which is··not 

Se.i1i.t-Simon. Wherens the historinn seeks for gener-

a.1 facts and does not occttpy himself with individual 

persons except in so far as they represent groups or 

modify movements,. we dwell upon individ.unls first .. of 

all, because sensation, passion, taste, henuty, al'e 

individual properties. naoine does not interest us· 

chiefly because he absorbs Q.uinault .. embodies·Pra-

don, and begets Campistron, but first of all because 

he is Ra.cine, a uniqtte combination of sentiments 

translated into beuuty.16 

The historical sense, it is said, is the sense 

for distinctions. By this · standa1"d,, vre , shall be the 

most.historical of all the historians: :for the dis""' 

tinctions which the histm:>ian seeks for l:>etween gen-

e·ral facts we carry on to individuals. We attempt 

to define individual geniuses, that is to,say, pecu-
• 

liar phenomena, without equivalents and incommen-

surable. Difficulty num~er two of method. 

But great and fine as are the individuals, our 

study J~annot confine ·1 tself to them. For, in the 

first place, we should not come to lmow t'hem if we 
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sought to know only them. The most original writer 

is in large measure a deposito~y of previous gener-; 

ations, a collector from contemporary movements: 

three quarters of what he is, is made up from that. 

which is not himself.. In order to find the man him-

self, in himself, it is necessary to separate from 

him all that mass of foreign elements. It is neces ... 

so.:ry to know the past which has continued in him, 

the present ·which has cr·ept into him: then we sha.11 

. be able to distinguish his renl originality, to 

measure it, and define i·t. But it will still be 

known to us only a.ppl"OXimately: in order to lmow 

its true quality, its true intensity- we must see 

it act and generate its effects, that is to say, we 

must follow the influence of the write~ in literary 

and social life. And therein is the study of gen• 

eral facts, fashions, currents of thought, oondi· 

tions of taste and feeling which is imposed upon us 

in connection with great vn?iters and masterpieces 

of 11 te:ratwe·. 

Moreover,, that which the individual genius ha.a 

or outstanding '9eauty and greatness is not tt-:e sinp.:u ... 
\ 

larity whieh sets him apart; it is rather the pro-

perty, in that very singulo.rity, of assembling in 
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himself and of symbolizing the collective life of 

an epoch, and or a · group, tha.t is, tihe pl"opei..,t~ of 

being representative. It is 11ecessa.:ry foia us, then, 

to seek to know nll that humanity which has found 

expression in the great wr~iters, e.11 those undulnt-

ing lines of human or nattonal tt:ought a:nd feeling 

or which they indicate -the di:reotions and the peaks. 

Thus we should push forward at the same time 

in two opposite directions, to disengage the indi-

v:i.duali ty, to expr)ess it in its tmique aspect, 1r• 

reducible, indecomposable, and nlso to replace the 

masterpieces in e. series, to make the man of genius 

appear an the product of a society and the represen-

tative of a group. Difficulty number three of meth• 

od. 

The critical spirit is un informed scientific 

spirit, which does not rely upon the natutanl recti-

tuQ.e or our faculties for finding the truth, and 

which determines its courses with eyes open to er-

rors which must be a.voided. The preceding 1-"eflee-

tions will a.id us in developing the methods of lit-

erary history by pointing out to us the pr·incipal 

points where, from the very nature of our object· 

and the conditions of om'\ study, we a.i.,e most liable 
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to make mistakes. 

The peculiar property of the worlc of li te1'1a.-
. . 

tu.re i ~ its fa.cul ty of stirring up ,~11 thin the read--

e:r reactions of' taste, feeli~g, and imag:J.nat:lon: 

but the more intense .. and mor-e frequent these reac• . 

tions, the less are ·we in a oonditi.on to distin-

guish ourselves from the work. In the literary im-
, 

pression which Iphigen~~l7 makes upon us, what :Ls 

of Racine? what is of ourselves? how shall we ex• 

t~act from our personal modificntion knowledge val• 

uable.for others? Does not the very definition of 

lite:ratu.re entangle us 1n impressionism? 

If we are to undertake the description of in• 

dividunl geniuses, how can one be ce~tain of coming 

at "that which one· shall never see a second time"~ 

Is the individual ever accessible? Cnn we know· oth• 

erwise than by comparison, nnything 'hut that for 

which we find an analogue within ourselves or out-

side ourselves? As for the unique thing., we ean 

perceive it; can mark its existence: but will it 

ever be for us anything but an unknovm quantity? 

We may say that we know it, when we have described 

certain or its effects that v;e have ascertained from 

our ovm impres~ions and those of others. Who shall 
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assure us that this lmowledge is exaot and complete? 

who shall assu~e us that it is not Taine and our- · 

selves that we describe, ·rather than Racine, when 

we relate the effects of Racine upon Taine and upon 

us?l8 

And finally, reducing the pUl.~ticular.to.the gen-

eral,·· to· propo~tiori in a nlasterpieoe the collective 

and the individual elementsJ to· sub.ject genius to· 

dependences \Vi thout · diminishing it p . to see in it !l 
I 

synthesis \Vithout making it seem ·to be merely a ·oom-

binntion of' ;elements, to show thnt it expresses the 

com.rnon herd without lowering it to that level--what 
. . .. 

difficulties! what uncertainties! what_ careful 

. studies to be carried on, wherein all our fancies 

and our feelings are likely to insinuate thernselves! 

!11 every way, the danger for us is to imagine 

instead of to observe, and to believe that we know 

VJhen we feel. The historians are not entirely free 

from this danger; but their documents do not ex-

pose them to it to the same extent. The ne:turnl 

and normal effect of literary works is to produce 

strong subjective modificn~ions.in the mind of the 

reader. OUr whole method then should be laid out in 
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such. a. way as to rectify knowl·edge and purge it ot 
subjective elements. 

And yet ·we must not carry this purgation too 

far. 

If the literary text differs from the histori-

cal doci.unemt by its quality of stirring up within 

ua esthetic and emotional reactions, it would be 

strange and contradictory to indicate this differ• 

ence in definition without ts.1t:i.ng account of it in 

method. Never will pne know a wine; neither by a 

chemicnl analysis nor tho statement of an expert, 

without hnvirig tnrlted it himself.: In li~ernt11ra, 

also, nothinr; can replace this ntnst:tngn, If it is 

useful for the historian of a~t to stand before the 

ttLa.st Judgmentnl9 or the "Nir:ht We.tch, 1120 and ir 

there is no catalogue desoript:ton which aan replace 

the sensatioJ;l of the eye, then we also cunnot pre-

tend to define or measure the quality o:r power of 

a literary work without having bean first ourseivea 

exposed, directly, ingenuously, to its influence. 

The complete elimination of the subjective ele~ 

ment if:l, then, neither desirable nor possible, and 

impressionism is at the very basis of otir work. It 
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wa refuse to take account of our mm reactions, it 

will only result in our registering those of' other 

men: objective as regards us, hut suh:Teotive in 

their relatton to_ the work;which we are seeking to 

u11ders tand. 

Let us be very careful to picture to ourselves, 

a.a we cotmnonly do., \~·hut we make of objective sci-

enoe vihen vre take up, simply, in place of our own, 

the subjective impression of a great colleague. 

However little I may value myself, my impression 

exists; it is a. fact; I should take account of it 

just as mu.ch as that of nny other reader whatsoever, 

be it Bruneti~re21 or Ta.ine.22 Indeed I shall not 

be able to understand the words which they make use 

of in expressinR their impressions if I have not 

considered my ovm impression: it is my own sensa-

tion which gives their language a meaning for me. 

I exist as much as any other reader. As much. 

and no more. ?:iy impression enters into the plan of 

literary history. But it should not have special 

privilege there: it is a fact; it is only a fact, 

or relative value; to be considered historically. 

It expreasers the relation of the work to a man of a 
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certain culture: 1t·ce.n be or ·u.se in defining the 

'1ork by its effects. · 

There may also be possible a utilization of 

all religious and political prejudices, of all tem .. 

perrunentnl antipathies and sympathies. The reac-

tion of my hates, of my enthusiasm., and even of my 
' . 

bigotry to a masterpiece, if I do not n1ake of them 

a criterion of its va~ue and its beauty, may serve 

as an index to guide the analysis: from the nature .. 

of' the explosion one.guesses sometimes what the ex-

plosive \'ms. 

The chief thing is not to ms.l~e myself the cen• 

ter, not·to place an absolute value upon my senti-

ments, no more upon m:v taste than upon my b~lief. 

I will check, I will rectify my personnl imprea ... 

sions by a study of the intentions of the author, 

by an intrinsic and objective analysis of the work, 

by an examination of the impressions of as large a: 

ntun.ber of readers in the past and present as I can 

obtain: these othe~ individual reactions, as in• 

structive and as valuable as my ovm reaction, will 

serve to put it in its place. My vibration will be 

blended with the thousands of vibrations which Pen--
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tion, in the hearts of civilized mankind: their 

total harmony; full , of discords t will oonst1. tlite 

what one may call the effect of the book. 

We must take care also to interrogate our 

feeling only upon those questions to which it can 

reply. The p1')actice of this principle is cliffi-

01.il t; its theoretical virtue is evident. We must 

strive to knor1 everything which can be knovn~, by ·-
objective andm?itical methods. We must assemble 

a.11 that may be obtained of exact, impersonnl, 

verifiable i11formution. Let us ask of the intui-

tion, the feelings, only tl?-o:t which, by its natu'.re, 

fn.lla under their dominion, a.nd ·would be less sntis-

fnc torily app1~01!-~nded in nny other way. To repent: 

let us try out upon ottrselves the active properties 

of the literary work, its power of excitation, its 

beauty of fo:rm, and let us compare the 1--esult of 

thnt trial with the1 resultswhich the expen~ienees 

of othe1., men and other methods of analysis give us. 

If the· first connnandraent .of scientific method 

:t .. s the subjection of the spirit to the object for 

the sake of formulating the u1eans of lmowing in uc-

cordnnce with the nnture of the thing to be known, ... 
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it will be mo:t1e soie11tifie to recognize and control 

the role of impressionism in ou.t" studies than to ig• 

nore it •. AS one does not abolish s. :r-eality by :tgnor• 

ing :tt1 this personal element, which it ia impossible 

to eliminate, would ente:r on the ·sly and act uneo11-

t1"olledly in our work. Since impressionism is the 

only method which gives a. sense of the povrer and the 

beauty of literary works, let us employ it frankly 

for that purpose; but let us reso1utely limit it 

to that. Let us know, in retaining it, how to dis ... 

tinguish it, evaluate it, control it, and limit it; 

these are the four conditions of its use. All this 

brings :us back to the necessity or avoiding a con• 

fusion of know1n5 and feeling and of taking proper 

precautions to the end that feelin6may become a 

legitimate means or knowing. 

The historical point of view puts the subjec-

tive element back in its pla.oe and makes critia1$m 

impartial. My reaction, which is everything to me 

so long as I keep it within myself, becomes, when 

projected outside of myself and reduced to the plane 

of history, merely one fa.ct among facts. a fact not 

specially privileged; 1f' it illu.mina.tes the othe-r 
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facts,. they in turn limit it. 

But historical order is often onl~r a s1--inm: 1. t 

covers up all the devices or impressionism arid all. 

the en.te1"*prises or dogmatism. · It is an artific·e or 

an illusion. . 

If the chronological point of' .view· helps us 

to avoid relating everything to ourselves. to study 
. 

each age and each writer fo:t' themselves, it also 

furnishes a new direction for the esthetio sensibil• 

ity and opens to it unlimited possibilities for 

safe activity. -Ordinarily, in our reading, our es-

thetic reactions are not very pUl'e: what we cnll 
I 

our taste is a melange of feelings; habits, and 

prejudices to _which all the elements of ou~ moral 

personnlity furnish something; somet~in~ of our 

more.ls, our beliefs; and our passions e1'1ters into 

our literary impressions. 

History caµ detach from us our esthetic sen-

sib:l.11 ty, or at lea.st make-it pass under the con-

trol of our representations of the past. The work 

Of -~}le taste Will Consist, thereafter, Of laying 

hold upon the ties which bind a literary work to 

a particular ideal, an especial technique, and 

each ideal and technique to the spirit or a writer 
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or the life oi' a society. We shall· try to feel 

historically, We shall establish the scale of val-

ues not according to our peraona,l preferences but 

according to the power and exactness of their :real-

izations with reference to the doctl'ine which direo• 

ted them. we shall t1--y to feel in Bossuet what the 

me11 we11 e ·able "to feel who had built the colo:nna.de 

of the Louvre 1 .a.nd in. Volt~ire, the men for whom 

Pe. tar or Martin worked• 25 YJe sha.11 not i11 a..'fly 

sense renounce ourselves: reading for ourselves, 

we shall brin~ forth and listen to OU!> reactions, 

as a symbolist or a. humanist, a freethinker or n 

Catholic of 1910; but we must know how, at other 

tin1es, to out off the connection betvmen . our es-

thetio sensibility and the rest of our livinR in• 

'dividuality. In literature, as in art, it is neces-

sary to have two tastes, a personal taste wr~ich 

chooses our pleasures, the books nnd the paintings 

with which we shall surround ourselves, and an his· 

to~ic taste which is employed in our studies, and 

which may be dofil'ied as "an art of- discerning styles, 0 

and of feeling each work in its style, in propor~ 

tion to the perfection which it e.tta.ins therein., 
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The nmrvelous development or the natu111nl sci-

ences has. l"esttlted in the fact that in the course 

of the. nineteenth century students of lite1')0.ture 

ho.ve tried :t\epeatedly to apply their methods to lit-

erary history: they would hope to give it the sol-

idity or scientif:l.c knowledge, to exclude the des-

potism of impressionism based o.n taste nnd t11e nprior-

ism of dogmatic judgments. Experierice ha.s o()ndemned 

these. attempts. 

The ablest minds have let themselves be the 

most befuddled by the great discoveries in science. 

I think of Taine26 and Brunetiere.0127 I shall not 

undertake to make a.gain a cr1tioism of the·1r systems: 

one sees clearly enough to-day that their fixed de-

termination to imitate the ope~ations or employ the 

formulas or the physical and no.tural sciences caused 

them to deform or mutilate liternry history.d No 

science is constructed upon the pattern of another: 

their progress depends upon their reciprocal inc1e-

c, I name them because no one has had more tal-
ent. The errors of the mediocre do not instruct. 

d. Pe:rm1 t me to refer here to th.e lecture 
which I delivered at Brussels, November 21, 1909; \ 
it has been printed in the Revue de l'Universite 
de .Bruxelles, December~January, 191o.2S 
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pendence which pe1'ltni ts each to comply with ~ts ovm 

purpose. Literary history, if it is to be in any 

sense a science, must begin by forbidding itself 

all imitation or the other sciences, whatsoever 

they may.be., 

Far f11 om increasing the scientific value or 
our work, the use of so:ten.tif.ie formulas diminish• 

es it, because they nre only shams. They inter-

pret with brutal precision knowledge which by its 

very nature is not precise: therefore they pervert 

it. 
Let us put no trust in mathematical devices. 

They do not cause to disappear what there is or a 

wavering or intangible nature in an impression: 

they disguise it. Whoever knows how to write a lit• 

tle, will find in ordinary language the means of me.k.;. 

ing evident the fine distinctions without which 

there is no exo.etitude in o~ work, and.these dis• 

tinctions do not yiela. themselves to mathematical 

devices. 

Let us undeceive ·ourselves aoncerni'ng eurves, 

with which we make a graph of the development or 
literary ideas. These ourves imply that there are 

in literary ideas, or introduce into them: 1. ttni-
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ty; 2. continuity., But there a.re n1ovements v1hioh 

bre.ak out, like epidemics 1 . 111 severo.l places at 

once·1 and· there, a.re e;enres which a.re born two or 

three times before they really beco~e alive. The 

o.urve gives.often, therefore, an inexact represen-

tation of facts. 

Let.us resist the petty vanity of using gen-

arative formulas. We never know a;tl the elements 

vn1ich enter into the composition of genius, nor 

the exact proportion of·-~ench in the melange, and 

we. can never foresee what the eombinntion will 

give. Those who construct La Fontaine29 from 

Champagne, the Gallia spiritlf and the poetic p,ift, 

those who construct Iphig~nie30 from the p;ood 

breeding of court circles, classical education, 

nnd delicacy of feeling, a.re either charlatans or 

simpletons. The approximation at which we arrive 
I "" in our determinations is au genie pres. We have 

a lmowledge of the con1posi tion. of classic trage-

dy# we have a grasp of the formulas: there are 

the matel"ia.ls for constructing Corneille. But 

will it ·be P~erre, or Thomas?31 Hare are the ele-

ments from \Vhieh .to ma.ke court tragedy. But \Vill 

it be Racine or Quinault?32 Our conjectures .do 
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press presumably known quantities, poetic gift, 

sensj.bili tz, etc., comprehend in ~eulity a prodig• 

1011s .unknovm quantity. we must be ,content with 

. moclest~y ·analyzing :what we have before us., and. re• . , 

counting facts; .. let us ceQse playing the role of 

a scientist who is g~ing to recompose by chemical .. 

synthesis Phed1"e3~ or ·L'Eonrit des Lois. 34 

The scientific mode of express.ion, when it :ts 

carried over into our wbrk, ·givea only a. false. 

clearness. In fa.ct, it may even ael?ve to l:'ender a 
statement ol,scure. The eloquence of the pulpit was 

in the nineteenth centurymetamorphbaed into lyric 
poetrz: that expression has meaninrr, only for' those 

who know the fa.eta. For those who do not know them. 
it either has no meaning o~ it denotes an error. , 
For the mete..morphosis of one genre. into another is 

exa.otly what the facts do not show.: . it ,is a pro• 

duct of the so-oalled scientific system. ·So that, 

taking away the scientific mnnne~ of expression, it 

is better to say, in the language of everybody: 

The lfl3'10 poetry of the nineteenth centupy took fo~ 

its aub.1ect matter· sentiments which, :tn. thee· seven-

teenth nnd eighteenth centuries, were not expresse~ 
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in France eJE._~~p~~n pulpi~ opatorz• That is less 
strikingf but it is more clear; and it is more 

axe.et. 
More truly scientific will he the attitude 

of' the scholars who~ without pretending to con-
struct anything upon the model of anothe~ science, 
will take care only to see clearly the facts in 
their O\m field, and find the forms of. expression 
which will subtre.c t from or add to tr1eir meanings 

as little as possible. That is why our true mas-
ters are Sainte-Beuve and Gaston Paris.35 

The only thing which we ·should take from sci-

ence, as Frederic Ra.uh writes., 0 is not this or that 

metho~ of procedure • , • but its spirit •••• 

It seems to us, in fact, tha.t there is no universal 

science or method, but only a universal scientific 

e.tti tude. • • • Men have for a lone time· confuse.d 

with this scientific spirit, the methodology of .. 

some partioult:i.r science, because of th~ precise . 

results to which it hns led.. lfue sciences of the 
external world have thus come to be considered the 
only type of science. But the unity of physical 
and intellectual sciences is only a pos·tulate ....... 

The~e is (however) an attitude of spirit with re-
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I 
U~.'t6 gard to truth which is oonnnon to all scholars. • • • v 

Al~ attitude of sEirit with ~egard to re~1t;t) 

'that, indeed, ·1s what we mny borro11 f:rom students 
1 

of science, Let us ca.1•ry ove:r into our ·work the un.-

binsed curiosity, the rigid honesty, the assiduous 

patience J the submission to ·fact•. the hesi ta.tion to 

believe, to believe·ourselves as well a.a to believe 

others, the constant insis~ence upon 'the attit-u~e 

of criticism, or restraint, 'e.nd of verification~ I 

do not know whether we shall. then create a scH.ence, 
r : 

but·· I am sure at least that we snall create better 

literary history, 

If we consider the methods or the natural sci-

ences, let it be the most general ones, proaedures 

common to all researches which bear- upon facts, e.nd 

.let it be less for the purpose of arranging our 

· knowledge, than for enlightening our perception. 

Let us consider the methods of agreement and dif'• 

ference, the methods of remainders and va.ris.tions, 

but let it be rather for the moral.reflections 

which they imply than for the frnmevro:rk or facades 

which they supply. From ow: meditation u~on sci-

entific metl1ods let us draw, first of all, cer~ain 

scruples, n conception of what a real.p!'oof is, an 
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that we may become less complaisant in ou:r- con-

ceits, les$ hasty in ar1 .. iving at certainties. 
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OUr principal operations consist of' getti-Ylg 

acquainted with the literary texts, 9f comparing 

them for the sake of distinguishing the individual 

f~om the oollaotive, and the original fr-om the tx-a-

d1 tional, of grouping them by 5enres, schoola 1 and 

movements, in orde!t to determine finally the l"ela.-

tion of these groups to the intellectual, moral 

and social life of our countl"'Y; as well as to the 

development of' European literature nnd ~ivilizatlor,.~ 

For the accomplishment of our task, we hnve at 

our disposal a certain number of procedu~ea and 

methods. Spontaneous impression an.d reflective an-

alysis are legitimate processes, but insufficient. 

In orde~ to regulate and control the play of the 

spirit. in 1.ts reactions to\vard a text, in order to 

diminish the despotism of opinions, other aids are 

necessary. The chief assistance ia to be found in 
' the use of the auxiliary branches of knowledge, 

knov1ledge. of manUSCl"'ipts, bibliography, chronology, 

biography, cPiticism of texts, and in the use of 
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all the other sciences, ns auxiliary s~ienoas, ·eaoh 

in its turn ncoo1.,ding to the occasions, chiefly his• 
.. . ' . . 

to:ry or language, grammar, histo1~y of' philosophy, 

history of science 1 h~story of manners. The metl1od 

consists, in each particular study, of combining, 

according to the needs of the subjeot, impression 

and analysis with the exact processes of research 

and criticism, of calling in appropriately various 

auxiliary branches of learning 1n order to make 

·them oont1~1bute accord:tng to their capacity to the 

elaboration of' exact knowledge. 

To knOYl a text is firat of all to h-now its 

existence: tradition, rectified and amplified bf 

bibliography, indicates to us the wo1--ks ·which are 

the materials of our study. 

-To knoY1 n text is in the next place, to have 

subjected it to certain questions; to have made 

ow impressions and our opinions 'P9.!l'-9 through Q 

series or varied ope'ra.tions vihich t:ransform t1~em 

and make them exact. 

1.- Is the text authentic? If it is not, 1s 

it falsely assigned o~ entirely apocryphal? 

2. Is the text pure and complete, without al-

teration or mu·cilation? 
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These two· questions ought to be considered 

very carefully in the case of letters, memoirs, 

speeches, and in gonero.1 in the co.se of all edi-

tions of posthumous wo1~ks. The second oup.;ht ·always 

to be raised when ·we a.re· nm.king use of a modern re-

print 1. and not ·or an edition issued by the author 

himself". 

3, What is the date of the text? 1~e date of 

composition, as well as that of publient1.o~.. The 

date of the parts;6 not merely that of the whole. 

4.· How.has the text been modified from the 

first edition to the last edition issued by tho 

author? and what evolutions in ideas and taste are 

registe~ed in the variations between editions?~ 

e. Consult the work of M. Villey upon Montaigne 
and note the ingenious devices which he has em~loyed 
with equal prudence and precieion.37 

f • One ee.nnot help wondering at the tendency . 
of certain literary spirits who value themselves for 
their dislikea 1 to to.ke fright at words, the meaning 
or whiah they do not understand. Jourl).alists, pro-
fessors even, who set· themselves up as advocates of 
good lite1"atutae-, utter \•1i th horror the expression var-
ia.~t ·editions, abhor the dry and pedantic study or---
tliem, witliout ever realizing that variant edittons of 
a French text are not, like those Of tat1.n and Greek 
te_xts, the various _shams of imitators, _but the success.a· 
ive stages of a writer's self•expression1 the witnesses, 
tharefore 1 _of the activity of his mind and the evo-
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5. . How was the te:Kt formulated from the. first 

rough draught to the .first edition?." Ytb.at states 

of ta.ste,.what principles of art, what spiritual· 

travail are manifested in the outlines and rough 

draughts, if they have been.preserved? 

6. One will in t11e next place mnke ·out the 

literal sense of the text~ The meaning of the words 

and turns of ph!'ase with the help of linguistic his• 
I 

tory1 grannnar, and historie ayntax.B The meaning of .. 
the sentences, by clearing up obscure l;.efftre11oea,. 

historical and biographical allusions ... 

7. Then one will establish the literary mean• 

ing o:r the text. That is ·to say, one will define 

its intellec-tu.ul, emotional, and artistic values. 

One will distinguish personal usages ·1n language 
P. 

from 'comm.on usages or contemporaries, individual 

states of mind from common fashions of feeling and 

thought. One will distinguish beneath the general 

expression and trend of idens 1 the representations 

lution of his taste. So that the1'le is no study more 
purely "literary" than this. 

g. Advice very bnnal, but a practice not suf .... 
ficiently common-. · 
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· and conceptions, moral, social, philosophical, and 

religious, which form the sub-soil of .the nl1:thor • s 

intellectual life, and which he has not fou.i"1.d it 

necessary to express, because he understood himself, 

and made himself understood in his period without 

actually expressing them. One will discern in a bit 

of emphasis, in some reflection, in a tu1~n or phrase, 

the profound and hidden mennings which often rectify~ 

enrich, or even contradic·t the apparent sense or the 

text. 

It ie here especially that it is necessary.to 

employ subjective feeling and taste:. but it is here 

likewise that it is necessary to suspect ~r-1d control 

them, in order· not to depict oneself under the pre-

tex'l; of portraying Montaigne38 or Vigny.39 A lit-

erary work ought to be known firs·t of e.11 in the 

.tilne when it was created, in its relation to its au-

th~r·- futd its pe1-iiod. Literary history ought to be 

treated hisi>orically. 'lna.t is n ti-iuism but it is not 

yet a commonplace. 

B. How wus the work composed? From what tem-

perament reacting to what aircumstances'? Biography 

tells us that. Prom what.materials? That we learn 

by an investi~ation of the sources: let us under-
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stan.d this word. in a broad sense. and not seek mere-

ly the obvious imitf1tions and manifest bo~:rowin~s, 

but nll the ma1~ks, a.11. the tr-noes or oral , or written , 

tradition, It is necessary to push in this direction 

to the furthest limit of perceptible suggestions and 

colorations,. 

9. v~nat has been the success and what the 111• 

fluence of the wo1.,lt? The 1nfluonce does not always 

coincide ·with the success. 'The determination of the 

11 tera~yi influence is mel"ely a study of soui~ces 1.,e ... 

versed: one gets n.t ,it hy the same methods. The so-

cip.l influence is even more important, and mo1--e dif-

ficult to determine. The bibliography of editions 

and reprints indicates the circulation of the hook: 

one gets hold of it, at the point of depa~ture, fro~ 

the publisher. The catalogues of private librnr1i.as, 

post-mo1-atem inventories, the catalogues of reading 

rooms, show it to us at_ points of arrival: one sees 

what persons, or at +east what classes and what re-

gions the book has i"eached in ,its, diffusion. Finally, 

the accounts given bythe press, private correspon• 

dence ~ int;imate jom~nals, oocasi onally annotations · 

of readers, at times legislative debates, newspa.po~ 

cont1"oversies, Ol" cour·t proceedings give informa.t1011 . 
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as to the manner in which the book has been read and 
the deposits it has left upon the minds of men. 

These are the principal operations by which is 
collected knowledge exact nnd complete•-never com• 

.Plete in reality, but ns nearly so as possible--of 
a literary work. From this point one proceeds, by 

a repetition of the· same processes, to the other 
works of the writer and to those of other trJri tars. 

One g!'oups the wo:rks finally according to t11eir a.f ... 

finities in content and in form. One oonstrl'mts, 
from the association of forms, the history of types; 
from the association of ideas and sentiments, the 
history of intellectual and moral currentsJ from 
the coexistence or certain colorations and certain 
elements of technique in works of dif'f erent type and 
spirit, the history of the epochs of taste • 

.. 
In this triple theory, one proceeds surely on• 

ly by giving a very large share in it, ns large a 
share e.s poseible,· to inferior and forgotten works.h 

h. I cannot resist the pleasure of referring 
to spme pages· of Peguy ( Cahiers de le. O.u:tnzaine, 
onzieme s~rie; 128 cahier, Notre Jeunesse, pnges a-lo}, where he calls attention admlrab!y to the 
interest of dooUlllents which rep~esent~ not '~he lead-
ing roles, the great a.cting, the great sucoesses,n 
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They surround the masterpieces,. they prepare the 

way for. them, serve as an ou.tline or roup;b dY1a:n~ht 

of them, and help to explain them 1 make the tran-

sition froni one masterpiece to another, make clear 

their origin and their import.. 'l'ne genius is al• 

ways of his age, but always goes beyond it: the 

mediocre write1"S are entirely or their age., they 

are al1ttays at the temperatui"e of the a. tmosphere 

which su1--roun?:s them, at the level of their public. 

The dead works of a period are then necessary to 

limit and define the irreducible and inexpressible 

origi11nli ty of' the great; vn":l ter, to define the es·..-

thetic mean of a school, the ordinary technique of 

a type, the usual end and common usages of a given 

category of literature. 

Finally, literarr, history is completed by an 

expression of the relation or literature to life-~ 

but the ordinary, average, obscure men,, who are the 
very fiber of a people. These pages eloquently up-
hold us against those who would be inclined, with 
Peguy himself {douzieme serie, iev Callier Y.ictq_r.• 
Marie, Comte . Hup;o, page 225), . to reproach us for 
not confining oLU~selves to the masterpieces and 
for amassing nbout them all sorts or texts of less 
beauty, wherein we see~ the average thought of an 
epoch, the soil in which are implanted the roots of 
superior works.40 . 
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a point at which our study joins sociology. Liter-

ture is an expression or society: a.n incontestable 

truth which has be~ot mnny errors. Literature often 

is complem.entaFy to society: it expresses tha.t whioh 

is realized nowhere else, the regrets, the tmea.si-

nesses, the aspirations of men. It is indeed in this 

respect still an expression of society, but here it 

is necessary to give to the word a meaning which com-

prehends more than institutions a.nd manners, which 

extends to that vn1ich hns not had actual existence, 

to the invisible phases of life which neither events 

nor the· mere document or history reveal. 

Moreover, it will not suffice to see o. general 

connection between literature and society. Image or 

mirror, that is not enoup:h for us: we wish to lmow 

the actions a~d reactions which pass from one to the 

othe:r, which goes before and which follows, when it 

1s the one, when the other which furnishes the model 

or does the imitating. Nothing is more delionte than 

the investigation of these interchanges. 

One will have no difficulty in perceiving that 

the gen~~al_problem must be divided up into smaller 

problems, and that it is only at the completion of 

a.n infinite number of smo.11 individual s·olutions 
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that one will be able to discover, I do not suy the 

gener~o.1 solution, but ·a rough draught of a solution 

of' o.pproximnte value for n pe1-a:tod or a movement. It 

is ohimerice.1 to hope to settle at one stroke the· 

question of the ir1fluence of a whole group of v1orks 
' upon a. group o:r events. 'lne influence of literature 

upon the Revolution will he fairly pe:rseptible 01;1Y 

when one shall have observed patiently from 1715, 

and even from 1680, to:1?89, the innumero.ble inte?'J-

changes which have taken place uninterruptedly be-

tV1een literature and lif'e. If literature has exe:rted 

an influence~ it has not been as a. mass, nor upon the 

whole group of events; it is l:e.ther by an infinite 

numbe1" of appeals to an infinite ntnnber of individual 

hearts p.uring more than a century, in such a. ma.nne?' 

that finally, in 1789, e. century of, literature had 

seeped dovm, leaving deposits at dive~s stages and 

in different quantities upon the collective conscience 

of the French nation, ancl came to the su:rface again 

in suoh a way as to renct upon events. 

In all the operations which I have desc~ibed, 

we are constantly liable to make mistakes.. To fe.a.r 

error constantly is our true method and our whole 
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method of doing scientific work, and it is in that 

respeot that the method which I am explainins goes 

chiefly contrary to the li·tera.J."'Y p:ra.ctices of' "cri t-

icism based on gen:lusu•i r1e o.re fearful always of 

falling into e111ror, vm suspect our ideas: m:ai ticism 
f 

based on genius delights in its ideas; it wishes 

them to be fresh, amusing, showy: we wish om., ideas 

to be true; it exaggerates or embellishes its idea.a 

with virtuosity: we take ca.1~e thnt nothinp; goes be-

yond the established facts.- Montaigne and Rousseau 

are only the weights Vjith which critic ism bused on 
. .. • 1 .43 genius JUgg es. the subject serves only to win 

admiration to the force or the agility of the cr1t.io. 

We wish to be forgotten,, and that the readers or our 

work may see only Montaigne and Rousseau, .;ust as 

they were, just as each will see them if he applies 

i. It is understood tho:b in employing this o;,r.• 
pression, I do not mean to say that those who prac-
tice it have a monopoly on genius, nor that they all 
have genius, but th~t they cannot get along without 
genius. Better compile an annual literary index4l . 
than \vri te in the manner of Lemaitre ·and Fo.guet, vrhen 
one is neither Lemaitre nor Faguet.42 And it is well 
to get it into one's head once and for all that one 
does not make up for his lack of ·genius, not even the 
spil"'it of genius, by the pl'etention of hnving it:. a 
truth, hard, but wholesome when one has once-well un-
derstood it. 
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his mind faithfully and patiently to the texts. Sub-

jective critici.sm attracts so many amateurs only be• 

cause it ie the type in ·which it is easiest for the 

oritio to push himself forward in e.onneotion with and 

in place of the work that he appears to be studying. 

Our whole method, e.s I have alx~eady said, ia 

calculated to separate subjective impression from 

objective Imowledge, to limit impression, control 

it, and :l.nterpret it to the profit of ob.ieotive know·· 

ledge. 

But in the preparation of objective knowledge, 

e~ror lies in wait f.or us at every moment and at e~

ery point in our studies. I shall point out some 

chief ,~ypes of error. 

1, We work with an incomplete or inaccurate 

lmowledge or facts• ne have not ma.de a sufficient-

ly careful list of the texts to be studied; we are 

not sUfficiently acquainted with the work or our pre~ 

decessors and the results which they have attained. 

Bibliography is once more the remedy: a type of 

scholarship dry, insipid, if one makes it an end in 

itself, but a necessary and powerful instrument for 

getting together the material which one \!fill work up 
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· Y!e t1-iansgress al so because of mental indolence. 

We record too willingly as l.,esults acqttired the ·con~ 

clusions of our p1,,edecessors, if they do not i,,un 

counter to our ovm fixed conclusions or our sympath• 

ies., ·we often make· only a lop:ical exnrninntion of 

them o.nd not a ori tica.1 exarninati on. YTe do 1"1ot soun:d 

sufficiently the depths of the hook, we d0 not sc-riuti• 

nize with sufficient cnution the quality of its evi-

dence.- It is necessary first to take account of the 

j. The word bibliograpP.1 is again one of those 
. v1hich certain choice spirits cannot utte1,, without hor-
ror. They do not appear to realize that the moment 
they speak of the life of L!Ioliere or Racine, they 
have need of bibliographical information: for they 
surely do not pretend ·co invent the biography·of 
their authors. V!ithout owing n debt to bibliography 
they can succeed in nothing beyond adorning with ·wit 
or rhetoric the knowledge they gained at college or 
plagiarizing a work of scholarship vrhich chance has 
put into their hands. The moment one goes beyond im• 
pressionism, it is only by the help of hiblior,:r.nphy 
that one can leurn whore the !hatcn ... iols Ylhich he needs 
are located,, And. furthermore, the drawing up or a · 
bibliography is not a piece or manual lahor in which 
intelligence and taste have no part. It is ve!'y ne-
cessary to possess a subject, it 1.s nceesss.r;r to ha.ve 
reduced it to definite ideas in order to be in a con-
dit:J.on to formulD.te a. bibliographical list \v'~ie~ \•d.11 
conduct the student to the useful works e:nd pi ve him , 
his bearings in the great forest of' books. There are 6 
in bibliography, good and bad pieces of' work: ~just 
as the1.,e are in the production of literary men'.t the 
least suspected of erudition, writings which are in-
telligent, ·and others which are i1ot •. 
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maimer in which it is constructed, to see clearly 

what it makes use of, what it neglects, how it inter-

prets vrho.t it makes use of, o.nd whether the conclu• 

sion is exactly proportione;ce to the evid.enoe which 

appeared to establish it; it is necessary, finally, 

to determine exactly the actual qunntit,:r of new and 

sound information which one·owcs to it. 

2. V7e establish inexnct relations: sometimes 

throur:h igno:rance, and thHt erro1' goes baak to the 

preceding one J sometimes by impa.tie11ce, a.nd the 

remedy is to discipline ourselves, to fora~ our-

seJ. .. ves to work slowly so that oi.ir ideas. may have time 

to ripen; sometimes by a thoughtless confidence in 

i->easoning. For, in the historic sciences, reasoning 

is s. deceiver. Almost never do v;e possess dat;a suf• 

fiaiently simple and precis~ to determine strictly a 

process or reasoning. At least 1 t is necossa.1,,y to 

reduce our i.,eo.soning to shor•t; processes so as to draw 

an 1mmediat~ inference which seems ·to be the only pos-

sible one. "-" But we must give up making chrdnes de 

ro.isonnAments: they m,.e stretched out only a.t the 

expense of becoming v7ea.k. 'l1!1e sure inference ·which 

o.t the first step proceeded from an immediate contact 

with facts, becomes weaker \tvith each step which sep-
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arates it further from the facts. ~~atever care 

one may take to reason strictly, at each step uway 
from the original deduction the number or possible 

constructions increases, and the choice between them 

becomes niore arb.itrary. Therefore, after each step 

in formal reasoning, it is necessary to return to 

.facts, and secure sufficient data to determine the 

next step. Never, without extreme caution, draw 

one inference from another. 

And, moreover, let us interpret the texts at 

first hnnd. Never substitute equivalents fo~ them 

as we often do unconsciously. We translate .1nto 

our own ls.nguo.ge the documents which we nre discuss-

ing, and our translation, which impoverishes or al-

ters the originals, drives them clear out of our 

minds. "X writes ,!J but !. is the same thing as b. 

Therefore b is actually the thought of x." And we - . 

no longer concern ourselves with !. which is the on-

ly real text: we work only upon b which is the apo-- · 

oryphal text that we have established by an excessive 

and convenient trust in our judgment of identities. 

3. We extend in an illegitimate fashion the 

import of the facts which we have observed. ,~re es-

tablish an analogy, we make of it a dependence. 



"X l"esernbles Y" becomes "X copies or imitates Y." 
We establish a dependenee 1 we declare 1.t to 1-,e 

direct or immediate: ttx was inspired by Y"~ hut 

we forget that there was, or- may have been, a Y' 

which was inspired by Y and which alone has in• 
. . 
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spired x. We note a connection, precise, limited,. 

partial, we attach to it an extended or general 

· conclusion. 11 The date of this sentence is estab-

lished by certain allusions: then the chapter, 

then the whole work is of such a date•" Theoret-

ically, a dated passage dates only itself: it 

does not necessarily follow that it establishes 

the date of a larger section. 

Each fact or each class of facts that we study 

eclipses momentarily the others. We stu.dy the Eng-

lish or German origins of romanticism; e:nd the 

French tradition withdraws into the shad.ow. We 

study the influence of Lamenna1a45 upon Hugo46 or 
La.mnrtine;47. and we suppressin our thought all 

the other channels by which the same ideas, the 

same states of mind might have been brought to 

them at· the same time. It 1s not a small ta.sk to 

keep always before the eye of the mind a map of ,the 
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multiple courses of thought and of art, together 

with the exact positions of the principal writers 

and the lines of communication, often faint snd 

indirect, which connect them. It is necessary, 

however, never to lose sight of this map whatever 

may be the particular district or by-way t11e.t one 

is studying. Our tracers of influences and seek-

ers or sources are too easily persuaded that there 

is only one road which leads to Rome. 

We stretch nearly always the meaning of facts 

and of texts. Let us carefully, on the contrary, 

c·oni'ine it to its proper dimensions. Let us try 

not to augment the import too much at the expense 

of' exactness. It is true that criticism shines 

by making evidence mean more than it appears to 

do: let us be content not to shine, and to gnth-

e:r from our evider1ce only truth, pa.lpnhle, incon-

testable, and "plain," as Pascal said of geometri-

cal truth. 

Facts limit each other: let us nlwn:rs se,ek for 

those which detract from the significance of the 

ones which have appealed to us, and let us not fail 

to take account of "negative facts"• Let us expect 

a great shrinkage: we never know all the oircum-
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stances which surround a fact, all the thoug...h.ts of 

an author, and, in our most evident interpretations, 

it is very rarely that a. possibility of e1'iror does 

not exist. Let us multiply, then, our observations 

so that errors in detail may be compensated for and 

canceled. Let us mark our course with definite 

landraa.rks, so far as possible, and narrow the i11ter-

vals between positive tacts whicb must be filled 1.n 

by our minds. 

4. we make mista..~es by the use of particular 

methods, e.nd we demand from one method the results 

\~1ich only another can give. We affirm facts upon 

the basis of nn a nriori deduction or a. subjective 

impression: these a.re plain oases. But we employ . 

biography, for example, to establish the moral or 

intellectual value of a work. That is very well, 

if it is n question of judging the autho~: end yet 

his actual intentions in writing are not neoess~rily 

determined by the incidents of his earlier life. 

Neither the five children put in the foundling hos-
pital, nor the incident of' rFarion fl.nd the :ribhon 

gives us information upon the moral inspiration or 
Jean-Jacques in 1?60, and still less upon the moral 

virtue and, if I ma.y say it, the wholesomeness of 
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Emile.48 Tlie problem here is no longer solved by 

the biography of the author but by the ~eaction or 
the public:· in these reactions, the life and charac-

ter of fi_ousseau no longer .count acco:r'dine to what 

they aetunlly vm1.,e, but accorcling to the c011ceptions, 

true o~ false, which the readers form of them, nnd 

which may be confused more or less with the impress-

ions or the book. 

One errs commonly in the choice of represente-

ti ve tnots. Without mentioning pre.judices or par-

tialities which lead us astray, an ordinary self-

deception is that which lead.a us to take extreme 

facts for the most representative ones. But, be-

ing extreme, they a.re consequently exceptional: 

they are.representative only or a limit, of a mnx1-
nrwn of intensity. And, in our studies, they contain . 
always a considerable share of individuality which 

makes their representative value obscure and uncer-

tain. r:~asterpieces al:'e ejctreme phenomena. Phedre 

represents French tragedy, but in Phedra there is 

perhaps still more of Racine thnn of French tragedy.49 

The facts obviously represe~tative are the aver-

age ones. Ga. tbered together in a la rp.:e number, t'h~i. r 

common tenor is l"eadily discernible. It becomes easy 
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to select the most significant ones, that :ts to say, 

. those -which present .the purest and most nearly nor-

mal forms· of the common type. And at the same time 

the masterpiece, the. extreme phenomenon, is illumin-

_ ated; by this comparison its total sign:tf'icanoe is 

revea~ed; and one is able to perceive clearly where-

in it is representative without ceasing to be unique. 

But avera;:re facts, ~sually1 cannot be ~athered 

into a homo~eneous group. They tend in different di~eo. 

tions. M. Mornet in his fine work on .the feeling fol' 

nature in the eip:hteenth century50 has developed ar:i 

· original method for discerning, B.t110ng contrtl?'Y cur-

rents nnd eddies, the direction of t~e movements of 

ideas. M. Mornet arranges obronologioaJ.ly;, in paral-

lel series, the contradictory tacts: the series which 

goes on incl.'1ea.f?1ng mm~lrn the new ten~ency, the de-

creasing series is that of the survivals in which 

the past prolongs itself. A single section, taken 

at. a particular moment, would leave us undecided in 

the face of two fairly ~ell balanced groups or oon• 

tradictory !acts. 

In the work of i-.1. Mornet al so, and in that of 

M. Cazaminn, in his hook upon the soc1.al novel in 

England,51 we can find methods for solving the del-
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icnte problems concerning the influence of s writer 

or a. book. We solve them nearly always by a pre-

sumption in favor of genius: we ~eadily grant gon-

ius the initiative or the efficacy. Ve do not ex-

amine ~ne by one the four or five hypotheses whi.oh 

may be set up, aside from that v1hioh oredi ts eve-r;;r-

thi~g to genius. 
a. The masterpiece may have sounded a victory 

~von by others. 

b. It may have carried a stronghold already 

weakened, delivered the final assault which over-

eatiie opposition. 

c. It may have been only the drmn which beat 

the charge for the atta.ok. 

d. It may have merely mobilized men dispersed 

in all walks or life, and inscribed an idea in pub-

lic opinion's general orders. 

All these hypotheses bring us back to the ob-

servation that a masterpiece follows nfteP other 

literary works which must also be taken iPto ac-

count. 
s. Finally, as we do not wish to have had our 

trouble for nothing, we exaggerate t~e truths at-

tained. Very few documents, and very few methods, 
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in literary history, give real certainty. And the 

degree of certainty is, generally, in an~inverse 

:ratio to the generality of the knowledge. 'rhat 

much must be said. But probabilities and approx• 

imations are not to be disdained; · Emd on~ is .auf ... 

fioiently rewarded when one has advanced so,,1e steps 

on the road tm"la.rd knowledge which is perfectly 

clear. It is necessary to lmov11 at once, hov: to 

appreciate results acquired in order to avo~d dis-

couraging skepticism, a.11d how to depreciate them 

in order to avoid seli'•compla.cent languor• Rele.._ 

tivity is here, as elsewhere, the-governing prin• 

ciple of both n sure technique and moral health. 

Our usual sin is to exaggerate several degrees 

and sometimes even as far as absolute certainty 

all the imperfect truths which we come at in our 

studies. Possibilities become prohabilities, proba-

bilities become evident facts, hypotheses demon-

strated truths. Inductions and deductions are con-

fused with the facts upon which they are ba.sed arid 

take from them the force or direotly dem~nstrated 

truths. 

However, during the last twenty or thirty years 

the historians ,and critics who use historical end 
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critical methods in literature have become much 

more exact and careful. The state or mind of a 

Sain.te-Beuve,52 alvrn:ys. cautious, tlwa.ys on guard; 

if it is not yet u.niversa.l, is a.t least no lonr;er 

exceptional. Progress is brourtht nhout by the 

fact that the masters, after a certain period of 

work, find pupils who go beyond them. and who have 

almost by instinct the scientific conscience wh1.oh 

the masters have acquired so late and with so much 

difficulty. 

. ' 

The_ reader will, perhaps, 1)e frightened by the 

list vn1ich I have just ma~e. If the exactions or 
method are such, so many and so rigorous, what hu-

man life will be long enough for the study of French 

literature? No life will be long enough for the ac-

quisition of complete .knowledge. But that which one 

human life cannot do, many lives can do. The his-

tory of French literature is a collective enterprise: 

let each bring his stone well-hewn.. That will keep 

no one from reading all that he wishes for his ovm 

pleasure., There.is, indeed, scarcely a. special suh-

ject, outside of small problems of scholarship, 

which one man can treat exhaustively, doing all the 
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work himself: it·is, therefore, necessary to know 
what others have done before us in the field, and. 

to go forward from results already attained. 'Where-

fore the imp~ssibility of.·a~compliahing anything 
without good bibliographies~ 

Division of the work is the only rational and 
productive arrangement of lite:ra~y studies. Each 
vI:tll give himself to· the ta.sk best aui ted to h.is 

abilities and his taste. Some will ht1 resea,..oh 

scholars devoted to the preparation of materials. 
to the discovery and criticism or documents, to the 
fabrication of working tools. Others will make up 
monographs of authors and of genres. Others will 
attempt the broad syntheses. Others will devote 
themselves to the popularization of the results ac-
quired by original work. 

I do not l1elieve • however, in ep1 te or the opin-

ion of M. ta.nglois,53 that it is des:I.rab.le to have a· 

complete separation between the research achola~s 
and the popularizers- between the verifiers of detail 
and the generalizers. One thoroughly understands the 

.. 
parts only by understanding the .whole. One lmows the 

whole only by lmowing the parts. One popula.ri7-es 

poorly if· he does not lmow how the knowledge is 
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quired result. ']he division or labor has, then, 

its dangers. 

on the other.hand, life is short, nnd one does 

well only that which he does with pleasure and by 

natural inclination. The division of lnbor is a 

necessity, whether one considers the structure to 

be built, or the v1or1.'111en to be employed. 

But· there is a time when it is neither neces-

sary nor desirable. That is the time or apprentice-
" 

ship. It is desirable that at the University the 

young men whom literary history interests, be ~iven 

practice successively in all the processes hy which 

it is produced, be f*e.miliarized with ti:e handlinft 

of all methods, that they learn to draw up a biblio-

graphy, to seek out a date, to collate various edi-

tions, to turn to account rougll draughts of a master-

piece, to find n spurce, to trace an influence~ to 

clenr up the origins of a movement, to separate the 

elements of a hybri~ form; that they attempt par-

tial syntheses, and ~xpositions in which the popular-

ization preserves the precision and soundness or the 

truth bei11g presented. After that they will do in 
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life what' they please, what.they oe.n best do. They 

will have passed through all the branches.of work: 

they vrill h"nmv how· li tera.ry knowledge is manufac-

tured, a11d hov·1 :t t is used-. If they do not learn 

these two things, the fi1-"at especially, at the Uni• 

versity, where and. when will they learn them? 

It \Vould be ''Nell" latex-., if the populs.rize!i 

and the generalize1" should preserve the ,.habit of 

settling from time to time problems of' exnet schol-. 

arship, if they shculd set themselves occasionally -

to the criticism or doc11me11te o~ the prepnration ot 
an edition. And, in'\rersely, the research ma!'! would 

gain by attempting n synthesis and by trying to 

speak now and then to the public at iarge• These 

changes or occupation would preserve flexibility 

and vigor of mind, would keep the first group of 

workers-from beooming shallow and the latter from 

becoming narrow, and would prevent that sort or dry-

ing up which even in intellectual work is the da.1?k 

side of the division or labor; and from \~~ich the 

specialists in,light, popular viriting are no more 
exempt than others. 

Certain li tere.Tly o·ri tics at>e afraid the. t atten-
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tion to methodolop;y may stifle genius, and get warmed 

up over this matter as if they had a po-rsonnl inter-

est in it.. They denounce the mechanical la1.,or of 

taking notes1 and dry research scholarship. They want 

ideas. 

Let them set their minds o.t rest. Hesearch is 

not an end: it is a meo.ns. Notes are instrUt"rJ.enta 

for the extension of knowledge, securi t:tes against 

the inaccuracy of memo1--y: their end is l)eyond them• 

selves. No method vm.rrants mere mecha.'11.ical work, 

and there is no method; the value of which docs not 

depend upon the intellige11ce of the worker. We· also 

want ideas. But we vmnt them to be Benuine. 

A~d thus none of the o~i~inal activity of the 

mind, in feeling, analyzing, and reflecting, is lost 

in the use of exact methods. ·The dovelOPTJlAnt of 

original ideas may be practiced freely, and we would 

not limit the. power 01' fecundity or o.ny intelligence. 

But as we·wish our ideas to be genuine, let us de-

mand proofs and verifications; we insist that the 

wo1'ker use materials of good quality, that he ·shall 

have taken the trouble to become thoroughly informed 

about the things which he pretends to ex.plain. VJhen 

these proofs and these verifications, when this crit~ 
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1o1am of materials and exaot lmowledge are 'lacking 

we do not reject the illumina.tiona of genius,, but· 
vre acoep·b. them as hypotheses; we set ourselves· to 

the· task or ve1"ifyi11g then1, of separating the good 

metal from the alloy; and the li vea of patient worlt• 
era are employed in extracting the ti~uth from the . 
careless creations of negligent genius,k 

Far from restric·ti11g the inventive activity of 

the tnind, we ·iner>ease it: we offer 1 t a new a.nd un..:.: 
limited field~ To create ideas is not everythin~~ 
one must c1~eate methods. The!'e nre no methods wl1i.oh 

serve as mo.sterkez~·· Whatever gener•o.l p1'jinoiples 

are given, _each p1'1oblem is sa.tisfaotor~ly solved 
only by a. method conatructect especially for it, 

udapt_ed to the i1ature of its data and to its diffi• 

culties.. The problems themselves do not take form 
or their ovm. accord: the determination of the ques• 

tion requires often as much genius as the determina-

k. Yet genius should not be too careless. It 
is pitiable to' see 1 nOYJ' and. then, crf tics Of the fin-
est ability v'lri te books about our greatest V1Ti tars in 
which ·they put only prettinesses or style,· and where• 
in there is nothing to be learned by a bachelor of 
arts in literature of nverage culture. rrnose who 
can do the most should do the.most. Talent and gen-
ius are resources, not exemptions. . 
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tion of the answe~. In suggesting to t~e arentive 
imagination that it apply itself to the inventinn of 
problems and methods, as well as solutions, we ex-
tend its range of activity, and open to it unlimited 

possibilities. Our men of genius need not worry: 

we will never let them be without work. 

But is what truth one can attain in literary 

studies worth the t?'ouble that he ta.lees in attain-

ing it? That is a doubt which lingers in the n1inds 

of many. The e.nswe1., of Montaigne satisfies me: if 

we are not obliged to find truth, at least it is our 
business to search for it. But the occupation of 

talking about the works or others would hnve 'in it 
little of nobility, if there were not e.t th.e end of 
our work, in addition to the plea.sure that we our-
selves take in it, some little t:ruth to communicate .. 
For the professor or literature, particularly, teaoh-
ing would be only a hocus-pocus or hypocrisy if each 

of us taught only his ovm conceits or his dogma.tic 

beliefs, There is a part of literature wldch can 

·not be taught; we can only say to our students: 
0 Read., feel. React to the e.uthoza. Vie do not v1ish 

to substitute our reactions for yours. But we will 
teach you that which is a matter of knowledge, and 
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therefore or instruction; we will cormnunicate to 

you a.11 that body of truths re.lative and imperfect, 

but precise and ver1fie.ble•-histoI'11 philology, es•· 
thetios, poetics, the principles of atyle••all those 

. , 
ideas dependent upon an exact knowledge which can be 

the same in all minds, a.'t'lcl whioh will give you the 

means of ~efining, eorrectingj a~riohing_youri im-

pressions, of seeing mo~e things, mo:re profound!~, 

in the masterpieces which you read all the while. 

We will show you how this exact knowledge is obtained. 

We will put you in a position to work at .increasing 
0 

it, if that is your desire, or at lee.st to know what 

it is worth, in order that you may make use of it 

without undervaluing or overrating it"• 

More.over., it is evident to-day the.t all those 

who have deai~ed dtn~ing the past century to give to 

literary know·ledge a little of the solidity of sci-. 

entific knowledge, whatever ma.y be the illusions 

and.the mistakes of many, at times the .very great• 
'i 

est, have not worked in v~in. Neither Sainte-neuve, 

nor Taine,. nor Bruneti~re., 54 nor ~he l!lany ·authors of 

monographs, or doctoral dissertati~ns,1 of ax-t1cles 

1. Kindly regard the series of dissertations 
in French literature produced during the past thirty 
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in critical and learned journals have lost their 

time. The foundations of literary work have bee11 

laid. Many a biography ho.a be011 cleared up. Many 

a chronology has been mnde exact. All sorts of 

pi'loblems of sources, influences 1 versificat;on, eto.. 1 

have.been solved or at least clearly stated. The 

origin, the process of formation, the.di~eotion of 

g~eat c~~rents in literature and feeling, of styles, 

and of senres have been traced with greate~ exacti-

tude. Nothing ts finished, eve~ything is in the 

years. It will be seen that, like those in history 
and geography, in ancient and foreign literature, in 
gra:mmar· and-philosophy, they.do, as a group, great 
honor to the faculty of literature in the University 
or Paris; I believe that there does not exist in any 
countl?y of the world a comparable collection of schol• 
arly works, in which the learning ia at once more sub•· 
stantial, &11.d put more vigorously to the service of 
ideas, or the literary qualities of composition and 
expression are better employed for the communication 
of knowledge. It Will be perceived without diff1cul• 
ty that scarcely a single ·one of these dissertations 
on French literature hns held its ground for any . 
length of time 1 if it has not represented an applica-
tion of the method ·whioh·I describe, that certain of 
those persons who strive against it today have owed to 
it all that.there is or value in their essays, and . 
that the most brilliant minds who hnve thou~ht them-
selves able to do without-it, have remained.in achieve-
ment; notwithstanding the richness and novelty of 
their ideas, far below certain o.vel."age spirits who 
knew how·to work. 
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process of development. Es.oh year verified mater-

ials and well organized groups ot data are pl~.oed 

by research scholars e.t the disposal of the.origin-

ators of ideas; there will soon be no excuse what.".'" 

ever for that lazy ignorance vn1ioh is sometimes 

paraded before us as a presumption of talent.m 
' 

Without a cloubt the su.rest results are attained 

in the most limited problems, ~~d certainty, as I 

have said, becomes less and lest:f in proportion as 

genePality increases. .That is the ca.ee in all the 

sciences. But it.was neeesse.py to begin the house 

by laying the foundation; little by little the 1lody 

of exaot knowledge increases and touches upon more 

extended problems. 

m. · I lay stress upon this point. Vle do not de-
ter anyone from reading texts, from having ideas, 
·taste, and intelligence. We urge these things. We · 
want as much of them as possible. ~'he more of these 
things the worker has at his disposal, the g:rea.ter 

.-the results which ow method will produce. All the 
opposition with which we meet is, a.t bottom, opposi• 
tion bused upon indolence• We insist upon work, the 
lllost wo:rk from him who has most talent. 'rhere is al• 
so opposition based 011 'Vanity. We wish that the v10rlt-
er work usefully, that is to say, exactly, for the 
sake of finding the truth, not of showing off. We in~ 
s:tst that he employ himself altogether ·to make his 
subject known, and not f.:lmploy his subject to make lrl.ln., 
self known. Inde irae. 
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Already definitions or ··the genius of the ~rentest 

·write:t-s, ideas concerning the form.a.ti.on a,1d influ-

enee of great works are becoming definite and to 
some degree fixed. There will always be an unknown 

quantity in Montaigne and Pa.seal, in Bossuet and 

Rousseau, in Voltaire and Cho.teu.ubrinnd,55 in many 

other writers, and a degree of oontrndiotion propor-

tionate to what is u..rilmO\·m. , But one must have en-

tirely failed·to follow the course of literary stud• 

ies dtJ.ring ·the lo.st rew years if' he has not noticed 

that the-field or dispute is becoming contracted, 

that; the domain of esta11lished and u.'l'lcontested lmow-

ledge is gradually v1idening, and leaves thus less 

liberty, unless they escape through igno~ance, to 

the dabbling of dilettantes and the prejudices of 

fe.11a't1cs. So that one may, without idle fancy. 

look rorward to a day when, an agreement having been 

reached upo~ the de~L~ition, the.content, the mean~ 
ing of wo1~ks, there will· be nothing left to. argue 

about except their wholes01neness or their malignancy. 

the.t is to say, thei~ sentimental nature• But cm1-

eerning th~t1 · I believe, there vlill al.1m1ya be dis-· 

agreement. 
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A number of present day workers strive only ~o 
see the pas~ as it actually was. But othe:rs • v1ho, 

more ardent or working upon burning ground, cann?t 

entirely neutralize their subjective preferences, 

are doing, nevertheless, excellent hiatorieal and 

critical work. .Among freethinkers, Ptaotestants, 

catholics, in all the faiths, ther~ are men--and 

their number· increases little by 1:1ttle-•who under•· 

stand the necessity of discipline in literary work 

and foroe themselves to the use of exaet methods. 

If there remain; in spite of everything,, traces of 

personal convictions in thei~ writings, one at least 

finds also portions of impersonal and verified in ... 

formation, and in the integrity of th~1r exposition, 

it is not difficult, most of the time, to distin• 

guish bet\~reen what the.y me~ely believe and. what they 

prove. 

Finally, the historioe.l spirit and eritteal meth-

od have a peaoe•making effect. That is a further 

point at which we claim for our- studies one of the 

advantages of scientific work. It embodies, as we 

know, n principle of intellectual unity. There is 

no national science: science is uru..veraa.l. But as 

it tends to bring about intellectual unity among men~ 
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science also contributes toward maintaining or re-

storing the intellectual unity 'or nations. For if 
there is not a French science, nor a German science, 

but one science, the same fo:r and common to all na-

tions, still less is there a science of pa:rty,. a 

sc'ience monarohie.l or rep11bliaa.n, oa.tholie 01"' so-
cia.listio ~ All the men ot one country who share 

the scientific spirit, strengthen thereby the in-

tellectual unity of their country. For the aocep-

·ta.noe of a common dis_oipline establishes fellowship 

between men of every pa~ty and every creed. The ao• 

captanoe of results attained ·by loyal obedience to 

this discipline forms a solid basis of noquired 

facts upon which men, gathered from all points of 

the horizon; meet each other. The·acceptance of 

the final arbitrament of rules of method takes nwa:y 

the bitterness f~om disputes and furnishes a means 

of settling them. Without renouncing any personal 

ideal, one understands and is understood, one coop-

erates: that leads to reciprocal esteem and a1]1Tlpathy. 
' Dogmatic, fanciful, impassioned criticism divides~ 

literary history unites, like science whose spirit 

inspires it. It becomes thus a means of reoonoil• 

iation between fellow-countrymen whom everything else 
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aepa.ra.tes·and,sets in opposition to· ea.oh:other, and 

that is why I would dal?e to say that we vt~rk not on• 
ly for t!'uth and for humanity, but also for the na• 
ti on. 



MOTES 

1. The monumental work of M. Alfred Croiset 
(1844-1923) and M. Mawice Cro1.set (1846- ) re-
ferred to.is Histoire de la Litterature Grecque 
(5 vols., 2nd ed.; Paris, 1896). Both men ha.ve 

done othe~ important work in the field of G~eek 

literature. 

M. Gaston Boissier (1823•1908) was the author 
of several standard works on Latin life and litera-
tuJJe1 among which are Ciceron et.sea .Amis (12th ed., 
Paris, 1902), L'Art Poeti~ue d 1Hornce et la Trage• 
die Romaine "(Paris, 1898) 1 and Tacite (Paris, 1907). 

M. Gaston Paris (1839-1903) was the leading 

scholar of his age in the domains or romance philo-

logy and medieval literature. Among his most impor-
. . A . tant publ~.cations are Etude sur le Role. de 1 'Accent . . 

Latin dans la.Lanrr,ue Fra.n9aise (Paris, 1862), Lo. . . .......... 
Poesie au Mayen .Age (2 vols., Paris, 1887-95), Po~mes . . 

et Legendes au Mozen Ar;;e, (Paris, 1900),, 'F?'a.noois Y11-

lon (Paris t .1901), Histoire . Poetique de Che.rleme.f'-ne ---
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(2nd ed., Paris, 1905), Lo. Litters.tu.re Fran99;ise 

.au Molen Age, (5th ed., Pat'is; 1915) •· See page 53 

of text end note 35~ 

·M. Joseph Bedier (1864• ) ha.s published ··Les 
~ 

Fablintl.X:, ,E~udE?~ £1,e lp. Litt~ratu:re POEU;lai11e et 

d 'IIisto!_re L:t~ternire1 du. hlQ.zen Age· (2n~ ed.,, Paris, 

1895), J::es teg~nd2_~_.EpigueaJ Reoherohes aur. la For,• 

nintion des Chansons de Geste (4 vols., Paris,_ 1908• 

13). M. Bedier was one of the cont:ziibtttors to the .. 

book Melan.ges. See Introduction, page 5. 

1:r. The· cri tioal ca.ree:r of Ferdim1nd Rruneti~re 

(1849..o.1906) was in a sense a series of. canrpaigns in 

v1h:t.ch he waged \Vo.r under· the banners of vs.rious re~-; 

ligious and literary dogmas,. He was one or the 

great modern exponents of scientific criticism, and 

is particularly noteworthy for his app~ication of 

the theory of evolution to literature, as fotU1d in· 

the several works constituting the Evolution des 

Genres (Paris, 1890-94). Of this phase of his work 

·William A. Nitze. and E. Preston Dargnn say 1n. their 

. f!is.:~pr:y: pr Frel1,ch. Lite:v.aturE! (Mev1 YoPk, 1922),. page 

7141 · 0 In.applying the.principles of Darwin to criti--

·oism, Brunetiere forges the f:lnal link between nine-
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teenth.,century science and literature. • • • Th.a 

·value of his theory has been much debated and re-

mains debatablen. M. Lanson began his career as 

a pupil of Brunetiere, a fa.ct which adds interest 

to his oomment here. For an exposition or Brune• 

tiere's theories the ~eader is directed to the 

Int1')od.uotion of his L1 Evolution des S:erwes dnns 

itn1stoire de la Littera.ture (Paris, 1890; 3rd 

ed. 1899). See text, page 49, and note 29• 

3• See Introduction, pages 2~10, fo~ a dis-

cussion of M. Lanson's career as e. histo:rinn nnd 

critic or literature. 

4. J'acques-Benigne Bossuet (162'7-1'704), 

French Catholic divine, Bishop of Meaux .. member of 

the Academy, preceptor of the Dauphin, a noted pul-

pit orato~. He defined a heretic as oelui qui a 

une opinion. All his life he vigorously combatted 

:Protestants and Jews. His works include sermon~, 

especially funeral orations, works intended for the 

instruction of the Dauphin, and controversial Wl"'it-

ings. His style places him in the front rank of 

seventeenth century prose writers. M. Lanson is 

the nuthor of a book Bossuet (Paris; 1891) and an 
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article 0 Bossuet Historian dtt Protestant:tsme11 (:Re-
. ' -

vue Universite.ire, vol. II). 

5. Voltaire·· (Fre.nqois Ma:rie A:rouet} (1894-
, 

1778), witty, brilliant, skeptical French dramatist, 

poet, .and reformer. He was a militant skeptic who 
fought with great e~ergy the intolerance, superst1• 

t~ons, and persecutions ot the Catholic Church. 
His· v~itings include poetry; drama., philosophic and 

. . 
satirical short tales, letters, criticism~ hi~tory, 
polemic wor.lts, and philosophy• M, ·Lanson has pub• 

lished a book Voltaire (Paris, 1906) and a number of 

articles on Voltaire. 

6. One who is opposed to the Roman Catholic 

Chu~ch and its influence. 

7. Michel Eyquem de 1i!ontaigne ( 1533-1592), a 

celeb~ated French essayist. His ideas and influence 

are to be traced in many of the best Frenoh authors 

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and in 
England his essays \vere diligently read by Bacon and 

Shakespeare. 

8. Pierre Corneille (t606·1684) .famous French 

dramatist, considered.by Saintsbury "the giteatest 
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tragic dramatist or Fra11oe on the olassioal model'~. 
M. Lanson has written a. book Corneille (Paris, 1896) 
and several articles on Corneille. 

9. Vincent Voiture (1598-1648), French poet 
and man or letters, patronized nt court. Ile is noted 
for his letters ai1d his short poems (sonnets, chan-
sons, .. etc .. ). 

10. The work of Ar!. Charles V. Lo.nglo1s (185'7-

1924) and M. Charles Seignobos (1854- ) is fortunate-
' . ly available for English readers in a translation by 

G. G. Berry, which bears the title Introduction to 
;the study of History °(Ne~v York, 1904} • The authors 
view t~e study of history as a scientific pursuit 
and write for those 0 who,propose to deal with docu-
ments with a view to preparing or accomplishing his-
toric v~ork in ·a scientific Vlay't. They insist upon the 

necessity of a strict and orderly method in the prose-
cution of historical studies. The work does not pre-
tend to be e. eornplete treatise on historical method-
ology, but its three hundred or more pages give a 
very full sketch or outline of the subject. Tre 
first division of the work deals· with the fundamen-
tal problem of seeking out and getting in touch with 



documents and other source material. A second aec-

t:ton discusses the important labor or analyzing and 

criticizing the eoUI'oe materials, The final portion 

of the book deals with synthetic operations such s.s 

the grouping or faots, constructive ~eaaoning, the 

construction of general formulas, and the exposition 

of evidence and conolusions~ An. examination or the 

book shows many parts of it to have value for ·the 

student--111 whateve1... field-•\Vho is. concerned with 

the locating and criticizing of texts, the weighing 

and coordinating of* evidence, and the formulation 

and exposition of results. 

The essay on. historical rnet'hOd by ?Jr. Gabriel 

Monod (1844-1912) 1 the distinguished F:t11enoh h:tr.ttor• 

inn, is found in De la. r\'.fethode. dans lea seienoes 1 

first series (Paris, 1908), pages 36'7-410:. In this 

article M. l\Ionod limits himself to an indication of 

the essential processes of' historical.method and the 

chief problems vrhich arise in connection with it .• 

For a more detailed analysis of the problems and 

practices of' historical investigation he refers his 

readers to the vmrk by MM.. Langlois and se:tgnobos 
. ' 

which has .just 1Jeen aonnnented upon. M. !1fonod. states 

that the science of hiato1--y, like all ·sciences of 
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induction, resolves itself into two essential opera-

tions: analysis and synthesis. An.alysis involves · 

the criticism of sources and the criticism of fact.sJ 

and the writer lays down some basio principles 
• 

which govern these operations. He then proceeds to 

an illuminating discussion of the difficulties which 

arise in connection with historical construction, 

generalization, and interpretation. It is interest-

ing to note that whereas M. Monod lays great stress 

upon scientific care, accuracy, and thoroughness in 

historical research, he recognizes int~ngible and 

incommensurable psychological and philosophical 1m-

plica tions in history which will not yield to strict 

scientific treatment .. 

11. Gabelle is a. word originally used in France 

to designate every kind of indirect tax, but more 

especially the tax on salt. This impost, first.es-

tablished in 1286 during the reign of Philip IV, 

was only temporary; but was declared perpetual by 

Charles v. Salt w~s made a government monopoly, 

and every f emily in the kingdom was required to buy 

e. certain amount weekly at a fixed price, the price 

varying in different provinces. This tax was unpopu-
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lnr from the beginning, and' efforts ·to collect it· 

frequently led to disturbances. It was finally 

suppressed in 1790. The name ~nbelous is still 

given to tnx collectors by the oonnuon people :tn 

Frcince. 

12. Le Cid (1636), a tragedy by Pierre Cor ... 

neille, See note 8. 

13.· Candide (1759), the most famous of' Vol• 

taire's o,ontes ph1losophiques~. See note 5. 

14. It is pertinent to quote here the para• 

graph with which M. Gabriel Monod opens his essay 

on historical method already referred to. See page 

32 of text and nota 10. 

we shall.take the word historz in ita 
broadest sense. W<p shall unaerstand by that 
v1ord the ensemble of the ·manifestations of 
hu..rnan thought and action, conaidered in thei~ 
c~onologioal order, their development; and 
their relations of direct connection o~ de• 
pendence. Sometimes the meaning or the·word 
history is limited to.political history, .the 
nistory of the formation Of states an.d Of • 
their mutual relations; and· 11ternry history~ 
tha history of art, the history of philosophy, 
religious history, legal history, economic his-
tory, even the history of customs and civili• 
zation are considered aa distinct from it. 
But these various histories, like politioal 
history itself, are only parts or history pro• 
per, particular points of .view from which are 
observed human activity and thought~ The 
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struct, in ohronolog1cal series~ the in-
tegral l:tfe ·of humanity-. · , 
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15, Duo de Saint-Simon (Louis· de Rouvroy) 

(1675·1'755}, French sc:>ldier, sta.tesninn, and.writer. 

He is celebrated for his Memoires on French affairs 

and the court during the last part of' the reign or· 
Louis XIV and the beginning of the ,.,eip:n of r.Jouis 

XV.· Nitze and Dargan .state in their ~i~tory of 
- . 

French Literature, page 353, n'lbe French have lon.g 

been unequalled in the vrri ting of memoirs, e.nd those 

of Saint•Simon are the greatest in the language". 

16. Philippe Quinault (1635-1688) was for ten 

years master of French tragedy, filling the inter• 
... 

regnum between Pierre Corneille (see note 8) and 

Jean Racine (1639-1699). His tragedies deal with 

conspiracy, crime, and politics, and constantly ex-
' ' 

alt love ns the only virtue, the justifiontion for 

any act •. H~s masterpiece is, perhaps, Stratonice 

(1660). All his vmrk has a ·high lyrical quality, . 

and in the latter po.rt ·Of his life he vvrote several 

operas. Indeed he had a leading part in the estab-

lishment_ of opera as a permanent Eu.~opean een~e. 

As suggested by M., Lanson' s reference, Racine took 
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his cue from the worlt of this man, 1mt going far be-. 

yond him• developed an origi11al and mttch great;er art. 

Micholas Pre.don ( 1632-.1698} W€:is a..'1 imi ta.tor 

ancl r1 val of Ro.oine. Jte is now remembered only for 
' ' . . ' . '.. . .. ·. ' ' 

his £hedre et. Hf }?Polztet ( 1677), a worse than u1ediO• 

ore play, which, under the cohnnand of certain e11e-
. ' 

mies of Re.cine, he v~ote a.a n rival performance to 

t11a t ~i ter' a Phedra. In all his wor-k be borrowed 

heavily from Racine, and always introduced a love 

intrigue into· his plays with the aim of attracting 

to his work the audience of the great tragedian. 

Jean Galbert de Crunpistron (1656•1723) was an 

ni"d.ent disciple of Racine and, in"his early work# 

received advice and applause front the 1naster. ne 
copied Racine's methods of construction with some 

success, but in the execution of hia·pla.ys never·ad• 

vanced beyond medj~ocrity. His best-ltno\v11 play is 

Andronic (1685)• 

M •. L~"1Son contributed the article on Ra.cine to 

the Grande Encyclopedie. 

17. Iphigenie; .tragedy by Jenn R~cine~ neted 

at court in 16~4 and in public :tn 16?5. See note 16. 

19 • Hippolyte fictolphe Taine (182S .. 189(t), dis-
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tinguished French historian, philosopher, nr.d ori ti.c. 

Notable a.mong his works is Histoire de la. Littera.-

ttwe Anglaise (1864-65) •: Oxford University conferred 

upon him the honorary degree of' LL.D. in 1871, In 

1878 _he was elected to the Fre~oh Academy. Taine 

has t1.,eated Racine in his book Nouveaux Basa.is de 

Critique et d 1 His,toi1 ... e (4th ed., Paris, 1886), pages 

171•223. Eis essay is divided into four sections un-

der the headings "Esprit de son Theatre," "Moeurs de 

Son Th~~t:re," 0 tes Bienseancea dans Son The&tre," 

"son Caraot~re et Son Esprit". M. Lanson is autho~ . 
of' the a~tiole on Taine in the Grande Fincyclopedie. 

See page 49 of text and notes 16, 26 1 o.nd 28. 

19• The Last Judgment has served as the sub ... 

ject of many gl.'eat paintings. The most famous of 

them; probably, is that by Michelangelo, which cov-

ers the entire end wall above the high altar of 

·the.· Sistine Chapel in the Vatican at Rome. This 

magnificent VJork, painted in the years 1534-411 is 

the-largest fresco in the world; it contains more· 

than one hundred figures over life size. Another 

notable riepreset1ts.tion of the Last Judgment is a. 

ve!*y large painting by Rubens in the Old Pinakothek 
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at Munich. . It was painted 1n. 1617. 

20. The "Might Watch or Sortie of the Banning 

Cook Companyn ( 1642} 1 masterpiece or Re1nbrandt in 

the Rijks Museum, Amsterdam. This painting :reptae7 
. sen~s a11 assembly <:'f the Oivio guard (by daylip:J:it 1 

despite the title), with theil' officers, banner, 

and d.rummel.1. 

21. See notes 2 and 20. 

22. see notes 181 26 1 and 2a. 

· 2s. Pensees, (1670) philosophiaal and theologi• 

cal work by Blaise Pa.seal (1623•1662), celebrated 

F:renah geometrician, philosopher; and writer. 

24. Emile ou de 1tEduee.tion (1762), a treatise 

'on education in the form of a romance by Jean Jacques 

'Rousseau (1712-1'778}, eminent Swiss-French philosophe:r 

and writer. The book grew out of the request of a 

mother for advice as to the t~aining of a child, and 

it represents the expansion of Rousseau's opinions 
and counsels, the fra.mev1ork of the story sustaining 

an elaborate system of elementary education. The 
book irritated both the Philosophe party and the 
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Church. · It was condemned by the Parliament of Pui ... is, 

June 11, . 1762, and Houssenu waa compelled to leave 

.the city to .avoid nr•rest. At Geneva the Council 

likewise condemned the book, and it v10.s bul'ned by 

the public executioner. See pnRes 72-?3 or text 

and note 48. 

25. Bossuet (see note 4) lived from 1627-1?04. 

The famous colonnade of the east faQade of the Louvre 

in Paris, consisting of twenty•eight pairs of large 

Corinth:J .. an columns, vras constructed in the yea.rs 1666· 

1670. 
< 

The life of Voltaire (see note 5) extended from 

1694-1778. Jean-Baptiste Martin (1659-1735)~ co.J.led 
. ' . 

Martin ctes batailles, was an artist who devoted him-

self largely·to pictures of battles. He.painted f'or 

'che pa.lo.ca· of· Versailles pictures representing the 

victories of Louis XIV •. His Siep:e do Fribourg en 

1.§!L hangs.in the Louvre. Jean-Baptiste-Josepl_l Pat-

er (1695-1736), a. Fttenoh pe.inte:r, who produced, 1n 

the manner of Wa~teo.u, a nmnber of chal"min~ tablem1x 

de genre* 

26. See notes 18 and 28. For an exposition or 
Taine's ideas on literary history and criticism the 
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student is referred to the Prei'aoes of 1858 and 1866 

in his µ:sss.ia de C:ritigue et d 1Histoire. (Paris, l858J 

2nd ed. 1866; b9th Prefaces are printed in the lOth 

ed., 1904) and the Introduction to his History o~ Enpj• 

lieh Li ters.ture . (trans. by H. Van r.,,aun, 2 vols., new 

York, 1874). 

27. See notes 2 a.nd 28. 

2B. The title of this lecture is "L'Esprit soi• 
entifique et la :Metbode de l'Histoire Lttteratreu. 

. . ·. . I 
It has been reprinted :tn a. pamphlet entitled Meth-

. -
odes de L'Histoire Litt&raire by Gustave Lanson 

(see Introduction, pages 12•15). The lecture dis-

cusses the problem of the propex- relation betv1een 

the methods of the natural sciences and the method 

of literary history. The central ideas Of the lec-

ture have been incorporated in the essay translated 

here. With regard to Taine nnd Brunetiere, M. Lan• 

son has the following to say, page 22: 
; 

This word ~cientifig has been great-
ly abused by students of literature, and 
the ablest minds have let themselves be the 
most befuddled by the g:raee.t discoveries of 
chemists, natural philosophers, and natural• 
ists. You guess that I am thinking of 'PAine 
and Bruneti~re. All the'truths that we owe 
to them, the great viewsi':, fertile and sug-
gestive, that they have eft us 1 are not, 



perhaps, worth as much as the lesson ·which 
they have given us by the error and by the 
defeat of their scientific pretensions. 
The books of mediocre men do no·b contain ' 
instruction; but the falls of great men 
show us the precipices: who would dare to 
flatter himself of his u.bility to we.llt 
safely where Taine and Brunetiere have 
slipped? 

Warned by their experience, we know 
now that as the sciences took their flight 
only when detached from metaphysics, it is 
necessary for ua, with a similar indepen-
dence with regard to the sciences, to or-
ganize our research, build up our knowledge, 
taking account only of the nature of 'the 
special aim which is,.·ours and of the actual 
·means which are at our disposal for attain-
ing it. As no science hns l>een obliged to 
reproduce the eBterne.1 plan or to utilize 
t~e formulas or another science, let us not 
see.k' further to copy the structure or to 
appropriate to our use the language of chem-
istry or natural history •.. 
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29. Jean de La Fontaine (1621-1695), the moat 

noted of French fabulists, was born at Chateau Thier-

ry, Champae,ne • 

. 30. See note 17. 

/ 

31. Pier~e Corneille, sea note a. Thomas Cor-

neille (1625-.1'709); French drrunatist and, miscellan-

eous writer, younger brother of Pierre. 

32. see note 16. 
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33. Phedra (le77), tragedy by Jean Racine. see 
note 16. 

34. ~'Esp~it ,des,,,Loi,!!.1 fa.nious philosophical worki 

published at Geneva :Ln 1'7481 by Baxaon de l~ Brede et 

de Montesquieu. (Charles de seoondat) (1689•1755) .• 

35. Charles Augustin Se.inte-Beuve ·(1804-1869)1 

.the greatest and most universal of French orit~cs. 

Gaston Paris, see note i.- In the Brussels lecture 

(see note 28) M. I,anson says, pages 23~25: 

We should admire and imitate the dis• 
cretion of Sainte-Beuve. He'tasted science 
a.nd knew what vrn.s true of 1 t. . lie via.a fo~ed 
in the great school or the eighteenth oen• 
tury, the century so falsely,.·· so absurdly ·· 
~ega.rded as the dupe and the slave of apri• 
orism. He set himself to compose the natur-
al history of intellects, to olastJ them by 
families. But he took f?'om seience nothing 
more than this general assimilation.: that·; 
is to say he wished to arrive at truth by 
the observation of reality and to make on-
ly the generalizations Which the facts war• 
ranted, Never did he ask hil!lself whether 
what he was doing resembled what Lamarck, 
Blainv111e_ or Magendi~ had done. 

He is our masteJ?, gentlemenj 1n that 
at 1east which is essential, we ha·ve as yet 
no better course tha.11·tofollow the route 
which he, has p'oin·ted out., 

The same lesson is given·- us by the 
great spirit who, from the fields or ~o
ms.nee philology and medieval lite:rottire 
extended his strengthening ,influence as 
fal' as the study of classical and oontem• 



po~ary works •. Gaston Paris, gentlemen, 
rever played at being Claude Bernard or 

· Darwin: he treated philological p1.,ob-
lems with the processes or philology, 
fl.!ld never has w·oi"'k aped to a leas ex-
tent the practices of science or been 
more impregno.tedwith the spirit of sci• 
ence. 

Gaston Paris knew what we should to.lea 
from science, gentlemen, .. it is its eon .. 
science. IJfHl.Ve to 1 t its framework and 
its formulas. our way· of pa:P.ticipating 
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in the scientific life, the only way which 
does not lead astray, is to develop in our-
selves the scientific spirit.·· We have in 
common, the scientists and we,, every human 
infirmity, short life, wavering attention, 
blind passions, 1na.b1li ty to get· outside 
of ourselves, the constant risk of deceiv-
ing ourselves and of being deceived. We 
have in common the natural instruments or 
wol"k, which Montaigne has named, reason· 
a.nd experienoe. We also have in common, 
as our object, facts, reality, present or 
pa.st, infinitely complex and confused, hid• 
ing under the shifting richness of appear-

. a.noes the simplicity and stability of their 
· true nature. we cannot, then, adopt the 
tactics of the scientists in their cam-
paigns, but we can fill ourselves with the 
spirit. to which they owe their victories. 

36. The quotation is .from the opening page of 

De la M~thode dans la Psychologie des Sentiments 

{Paris, 18$9) by F~~derio Rauh (1861-1909). 

37. Pi.erre villey (18?9- ) , I.iea Sources et 

1 1Evolution des Essa.in de Montait:;ne (2.vols., Paris, . 
1908). The editor has, not had access to this work. 
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?tle. Villey contributed .an article to !1!el.nnge~.· see 

Introduction,· page· 5. · 

38• See note 7• 

39 •. Alfred V:totor, Comte de Vigny (1797•1863), 

French poet, dramatist, and novelist. 

40. Cha:rles Peguy (1873•1914}, French poet, mys-

. ti~ editor, and sociological vrr:.tter • Ho was killed 
' . . 

in battle, ·September s. 1914• In 1900 he began the 

publication or Cahiers de la Qu1nzaine 1 whiab was in• 
.terru.pted in August 1914 by the Wa:r.- This collection 

contains most of. Peguy' s \7ork.- In it Romain Follnnd' s 

masterpiece Jea.n·C~1stonhe was published pe1 .. iodioal .... 

ly before its appearance in volumes. .flhe two works 

alluded to here, :Notre Jev.nesse and ViotoI»•l!Ie.rie, 

Comte Hugo, are to be t'oUnd in volume 41 19161 of 
I 

the peuvres Compl~tes de Char1es,Pe~1z (15 vols., 

Paris, 1916-. ) 1 where the editor .has had access to 

them. The parae;raphin Notre J~unease to which M. 

Lanson refers is on pages 40-4:2• It follows: 

Concerni11g the great masters,. the great 
leaders, history \'7111 ·always inform us .toler-
ably y.rell; that is its bttsinessj n11d in de· 
fault of histol'y th.e histo:ria.ns, arid in de-
fnul t of'the historians the profeaso:ra (of 
history). Vlhat we want to kno\v and v1ha.t \~re 



cannot find out, what we wish to lenrn, . 
what we wish to be informed ot is not 

·the leading roles, the.great masques, the 
great acting, the great successes, the thea-
te~~ and the performance} what we wish to 
know is whnt went on behind the scenes. be-
neath the stnge, how this French people was 
made1 finally what we want to know is what 
wast in that heroic ·age, the actual fabric 
·or the people and of the Hepublican party. 
·what we wish to construct is,.i~deed, eth• 
nic histology. VJhat we want to know is of 
what sort of fiber was woven this people 
and this par't:~y, how a Republico.n fnmily--
ordina~y, average, obscure, selected by 
chance, selected from the ordinary fiber, 
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so to speak, pulled out of the full fabric•• 
lived, what the members.or such a·family 
believed, thought,--who.t they did, for 
they were men or·action--whnt they·vn'ota; 
hmY they mar1->ied, how they existed, upon· 
what, how they brought u.p their children;--
how they were born, firat of all, for peo• 
ple we1,e born in that time;--hovr they · 
wo?:ked; how they spoke~ how they wrote~ 
and if they wrote verse what sort of verse 
they wrote; from what common, ordinary 
s~il, frora what mold, upon what ground,, 
upon what terrain, under whnt skies, in 
what elima.te sprang up the great poets, the. 
great writers,,, From what fertile soil 
sprang forth this great Republic •. What , 

· we vlish to know is what was the very fiber 
of the bourgeoisie, of the Republic, of·th~, 
people·, \vhen· the bourgeoisie· \w.s great, 
when the people was great, when the Repub-. 
licans were heroic and the Republic had 

.clean hands. In a word when the Republi• 
oans were republicans and the Republic a 
l'iepublio • vrhat we wish to .. see und have. 
is not a history decked out in Sunday 
clothes,.1Jut a history of all the days 
of. the week, a people i11 the texture,. 
the tissue, the fabric of its daily exis• 
tenoe, i11 the struggle for daily bread, 
~nem quotidia.m.nnl. a race in its reality, 
in His' vast unroia.'ing. 
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In Viotor•Ma.11ie, Comte 1Iup:o1 pages 469-484, 

Peguy delivers an attack against the Sorbonne,, es-

peoia.lly the fnaulty.of.letters 1 .who 1 he declares, 

have fallen back into scholastictam and have betrayed 

culture, the.maintenance and extension of which a~e · 
entrusted to them by the· state. He condemns with 

irony the efforts of literary scholars to al)e th.e 

methods of natural sciences of which they have no 

real knowledge; and, in the passage referred to by 

M. Lanson, pages 483~84, ridicules the scientifical-

ly exhaustive; or exhausting, editions of literary 

works issued by these scholars, in which the text 

is buried under and obscured by a great mass of mater-

ial, entirely external., if not actually i,rreleva.nt to 

it. 

41. A standard French work of this sort is Les --
Livres de L1Annee 1 published annually nt Paris. 

42. " Jules Lemaitre (1953-1914), eminent .. Frei:ioh 

critic of the subjective Impressionist school. M. 

Lanson in his Histoi:re de la Litterature F,-.an9~ 

(17th ed., Paris, 1922) writes as follows of Lemai .... 
tre, pages 1119-20: 

Poet, without being in the first rank, 
dramatist, without having decidedly im• 



pl'essed the public, he made his criticism 
bene~it by his gifts of poetic in~ention 
and of dramatic creation. Vlhat did not 
suffice to make a great artist gave to the . 
critic an artistic grace by wh,.oh one is 
ir:resistibly attracted. • • • ir11 th his 
fluent, nonchalant tnnnncrr of writing 1 his 
supple transitions from one side of a ques-
tion to""another, his ironical bo.lanoings 1 
M. Lemaitre had for a long time the appear- . 
a.nee of a dilettante who juggles with.ideas, 
a whimsical writer who amuses himself •••• 
He evidenced• in effect, the curiosities 
and gambols of a kitten: maturity coming, 
he became established in his.t~ue character, 
much more conservative and more attached to 
the strict Fi')ench t:rndi ti on ·than his juve-

. nile activity led -0ne~to believe. Politics 
also occupied M. Lemaitre, and the~e again 
he displayed his true cha.raoter, his tim• 
ot'ous bourgeois spirit. He led with an 
ardor:, exempt f1"om dilettantism the fip)lt 
against socialism; he believed himself 
for a time to be one of the gl'Gat leadw 
ers of nationalism and a mnker of kings, 
that is to say of pres·idents of the Re-
public. · He forgot literature for some 
years, 

He returned to it in· late~ years~ 
Without abandoning his political role, 
converted even to the monarchy ~nd giv-
ing lavish evidences in the papers and 
at banquets of the ingenuous fe!'vo?- of 
a neophyte, M. Lemaitre produced vari-
ous literary studies wherein the friends 
of his for;mer manner found it again, or 

' something :,quite like it. A study of 
Jean•Jacques Rousseau, whose ideas Le-
ma~tre • s new faith unfortunately did not 
permit him ·to scrutinize co.1 .. efully, an-
other of Racine, not exempt from idola• 
trous exaggeration, both cha1~ming in 
many portions, especially in the bio• 
graphical. poi-;,tions, were followed by an 
essay upon F~melon1 a bit feeble in its 
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graoet and another upon Chateaubriand, 
wherein the political fs.ithof the wr'it• 
er frequently held in check his liter--
o.:vy. admiration. -
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Emile Faguet (1847-1916} 1 I?reneh critic nnd lit-

era1"y historian~ In his llistoi:re de la Iii ttera.ture 

Fran9a.:tse (l?th ed. 1 Paris, 1922) Tur. Lanson l>ri'ites., 

pages 1117-18: 
l 

. M. Faguet, avoiding v1ith ea.re gener- · 
al theories nnd e1~udi te lea:r-n:t.ng, .. gave ua 
careful analyses of personulities~ Fe ap-
plied himself only to distinguish, to de-
fine the moral beings which are revealed 
by literary works; nnd all these mixtures 
of temperaments 1 intelligences, and affec-
tions were proportioned by him with a fine 
precision, He does no.t have an°equal in 
building up a personality, in delineating 
its struoture, and distinguishing its es ... 
sentia.1 functions. Thel'e a.re practically 
no great VTriters o~ thinkers in the five. 
centuries of modern literature of.whom he 
did not take the measure and give a.des-
cription. IIis influence has especially 
been felt in the putting forward anew of 
the seventeenth century :at .the .. expense of 
the eighteenthJt .which he. treated too harsh• 
ly.. in regarding indivich1als rathexa thtui · 
society aud the g~neral movement of ideas. 
For he yn:ote .. many monographs and. altnost · ·, 
never attempted a. general, synthetic -study: 
he was content·to place substantial and oo-
pioua prefaces, containing fixed determine. ... 
tions a bit peremptory, in the oolleotions 
of monographs which he published• We have 
from h:tm only one book of literary esthet-
ics1 Upon the theater: . obviously a wol"k · 
o:f youth despite. its late publication, but 
full of original and interesting views. 
In later years M. Faguet devoted himself 
also to the dfscusaion or current ques-
tions of pqli tica.l 'and social organize.-



tion: · he brought to these subjects the . 
same indifference to methodical erudition, 
the same power of analysis, nnd the same 
wealth or personal ideas. ~"here is no 
one of his art:J.cles -v~1herein he does no·b· 
give proof or the penetration of his keen 
intelligence, which is lim:J.ted only.by 
sonie parac16xical set opinions.. • • • 

More and'more beset as age oame by 
a ·sense of the necessity of expressing 
all the ideas which his lucid mind formed 
without·rest~ he astonished the publio in 
his last years by the a.bundarice r.n1d varie-
ty of his publications. He became a mor-
alist1 He read and reread great writers, 
Plato, Nietzsche, Corneille; und·apropos 
of each, with a prodigious ease, he tossed 
off a voltune, al via.ya entertaining to the 
public at lo.rgej and wherein the best in-
formed persons had something to learn. 
Upon all the ereat questions of the day 
he had a work ready in t~ee months. 
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When the centenary of Jean-tTaoques Housseau 
came, he reread him; and the result was, 
in eighteen months or two years, the ap• 
penrance of five laree volumes: and the 
most astonishing thing about it was that 
never hna he been more completely, more 
exactly informed. 

43~ Montaigne, see note '7. .The follorrinf\ per-

sons to whom M. Lanson might grant genius have vn:ai t-

ten about ·Montaigne t Charles Augustin Sainte-Reuve 

(see note 35), Emile Fa.guet (eee note 42), and Gnil-

la.ume Guizot., Concerning Rousseau (see text,. pA~es 

72-73, and notes 24 and 48) Bernardin de Saint-

Pierre, Jules Lemaitre (see note 42), Se.inte-Beuve, 

Fa.guet, Ferdinand Brunetiere (see notes 2 and 28); 
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44. M. Lanson speaks from experte.noe ar'.d with 

authority- concerning bibliog1'"aphioal work. See In-

troduction, po.ge 7. 

45. Hugues Felici te Hobert de (Abbe' de) ·Lamen-

nais (1782•1854)$ French i,eligious and political 

.writer of great influence in the second qu.nrter of 

the nineteenth crmtttry. 

46.• Victor•Marie _Hugo ( 1802-1885), ewe at French 

poet, dramatist, novelist, essayist, .. and po11 .. tieian. 

47 • Alphonse de Lanm1--tine ( 1790-1869), Fremoh 

, lyric poet and statesman. 

48. In 1?28 Rousseau served fo~ three months 

as a lackey in the household of a widow, ?~a.dam de 

Vercellis 1 at the end of which time she died. After 

her death a piece of old silve1•... and i--ose-colored 

ribbon was missing; Rousseau had stolen it, and it 

was found in his possession. Asked whenoe· he had -

taken it 1 he said it ha.d been given to him by Marion,. 
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a young. and pretty maid in the . hous,e. In her pres- . 

ence and before the whole household he repented his 

false story and clung to it. Roussee.u r~la.tea this 

incident and describes the remorse which he suffe-red 
•'• .. 

for it in Book !I of his Confession..!• 

About 1'743 Rousseau established a lasting lio.1-

son with Therese le Vasseur, an 1lliterute kitchen 

ma.id at,, the 1m1 in Paris ·where he vra.s lj.ving. She 

bore him f.ive children, who, since Housseau felt un-

able to support th0m, m~re consigned one after the 

other to the asyltun for f.ou11dlings, with such en-

tire absence of an.y precaution with a view to their 
I 

identification in more prosperous times· that not 

even a 1~ecOJ:'d of their hi1-.thda.ys wn:s kept. In 1761" 

the Mar.echele de Luxembourp: made ef'f or ts to recover 
.,.,. t 

the children but without success. Rousseau tells 
, ' of his life with Therese and of_ the e.ba:ndoninp: of 

the children in Books VII and VIII of the Confess-

ions. Rousseau's disregard for responsibility in -· 
this affair was in a measure punished by the use 

his critics made of it when, as the author of. Emile 

(1'762) and other v1ritingsp he became celebrated as 

a writer on education and a preacher of domestic 

affections. 
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See note 24• 

49. see 1'lotes 16 and 33. 

50. Le Sentiment de la Nature en Frn:noe d.e 
·. ' J.,.J. Rousseau e. Be:J?nardin de Saint-Pierre,,. Eaaa.1 

, . 
sur lea Rapports de la Litterature et des Moeurs 

(Paris 1 1907) by Dn..'liel Morne'l; ( 1878· ) • This book 

is dedioH~ted to M. Lanson. ra. Morri.et is also au-

thor of Le Homo.ntisme en P1->ance au XVIIIe $iecle 
. . . -

":, 
se:y in T·<telungos. See Introduction;, page 5 .• 

51. Louis Franr;ois Cazamian (1B?7• ) , Le Ronu1n 

Social on Jlngl.eter11
. e: 1830-1850. · Dickens, Disraeli, __________ __...._. ________ ...._ _______ , ....... , 

Mt's. Gaskell, Ki~gsley (2nd ed. 1 Paris, 190~). In 
outlining the method employed in the book M. Caza.-

mien writes as follows, Introduction, pe.ges.14-16: 

studying the reciprocal nct1.on and re-
· action between the novel and life, we had 
ta e.sk ourselves two questions: what a.re 
the internal causes within the novel which 
have produced its influeneeJ what are the· 
external conditions which have allowed its 
influence to be exerted? It is necessary 
for us to I-mow at once the books, which 
have acted upon society, and the society, 
v1hich has su1)mi ttad -to their influence be· 
cause 1t was ready for it, B..i;~d was then 
in part a result of this influence. Al• 
so, we attribute to the novel a double 
historic interest. It has fi1.,st an in• 



herent value, so.to speak. It contains 
a certain sum of didactic intentions and. 
of evidence; it has exerted a predoter-
mined influence. V'Je set ourselves to ex-
tract from it the aotus.1 motive force, 
composed of the informati. on which it ;;r,i ves 
upon social ills and its thesis, ma.de up 
of the remedies \TI:ich it suggests for cur-
ing them; we attempt to measure, as ac-
curately as possible, its influence. 

It has o.lso a renresento.tive value. 
'!"lb.rough itself, through its author, and 
through the public which welcomes and 
enjoys· ,.t, it is rep1'lesentutive. If, 
l!eeping it as a center, we replace 1 t 
in the psyohologicul milieu or which it 
is nt once the effect nnd the cause, we 
can tmderstnnd through ii:; this milieu., 
and through this milieu the whole of'· 
the mora.l movement~ F01., an induction 
of this sort an examination of the lit~ 
erary ~vo:rks is not sufficient; they 
rrust be supplemen·ted by information 

· which other sources give us• Ms.king 
use of these ln-tter, vre employ especially 
four processes. 

The psycholoE;:V of the novelist 
vrhich1 .-'as we 1hnve ... said is typical, ~ives 
us a hold upon the movement of public 
sentiment.' That which Dickens and Ki:ngs-
ley felt j.n the presence of sooia.1 evil, 
others felt, with less emotional und im-
aginative intensity, but without their 

. feelings def1.ni tely taking anothe1"' di-
rection or assuming n different judicial 
tendency ........ study of the chara.c ter•s ~ in 
so far as· they are based on reality and 
the public has accepted them as ouch, al._ 
lows us certain conclusions upon the mor• 
al types of society. The touches, syrnpe.- · 
thetic or nntipathetic,.by which·the au-
thor has altered the prototypes or his 
characters are interesting because they 
make up part of his social me1yliality1 
but form obviously a personal equation 
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against which it is necessary to be on 
gunrd ..... •Tlle public which makes the suc-
cess of the book, appreciates it~ re-
sembles it, and also imitates it, is a 
third subject of study, for lmowledge 
of which, the novels themselves are not 
less valuable than other sources of in-
rorn1ation.--Finally, without losing 
sight of the novelt it is possible to 
leave it to examine rapidly other so .... 
cial literature of the same import, of 
which the effect, e.nalagous to its own, 
develops along with that of the novel. 

52. see note 35. 
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53. In book II, chapter 5 (written by M •. Lang• 

lois), pages 115•181 of Introduction to the Study of 

Historz by MM. Langlois and Se1gnobos1 translated by 

G. G-. Berry (see note 10) rtr. r.Janglois axp11esses the 

opinion referred to her~: 

Theoretically, not only is it unneces~ 
sary for those who wish to make historical 
syntheses to do for themselves the prepara-
tory work on the materials which they use, 
but Vie have a right to ask, a.s has often 
been asked, whether there is any advantn~e 
in their doing it. Would it not be prefer ... 
able that workers in the field of history 
should specialize? On the one olasa--the 
specialists•-would devolve the absorbing 
tasks of external or erudite c~iticism; 
the others, relieved of the weight of these 
tasks, would have greater liberty to devote 
themselves to the work of highe~. criticism, 
of combination, and eonstruotion.. • • .. • 

Fo:rmerly the p~ofeasions of noritioal 
scholar'' and "histor:tantt were, 111 fact; 
clearly distinguished. The 11hiatorians" 



cultivated the empty e.nd pompous species 
of 11 terature which then was lmown as . 
"history," without considerin.g them-
selves bound to keep in touch with the 
wo:rk of the scholars. The latter, for 
tbeir part, determined by thei!' o:ri t1.oe.1 
researches the conditions under which 
history must be written, but we~e at no 
pa.ins to write it themselves. Content to 
collect, emend, and classify historical 
docurnents, they took no interest in history, 
and understood the past no better than did 
the mass or their contemnoraries. The 
scholars acted as though-erudition were 
en end in itaelr, and the historians as 
if they had been able to reconstruct van~ 
ished realities by the mere force of re• 
flection and ingenuity applied to the in-
ferior documents, which were common pro-
perty., So complete a divorce between eru-
dition and history seems to-day almost in-
explicable, . and it was '-n truth mischie-
vous enough. We need ·not ·say that the pre•· 
sent advocates or the division or labor in 
history have nothing or the kind in view. 
,It is admittedly necessary that·close re-
lations should obtain between the world of 
historians and that· of critical scholars, 
for the work of the latter he.s no reo.son 
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for existence beyond its utility to the 
former. All that is meant is, that cer-
tain annlytianl and all synthetic opera~ 
tions are not necessarily better performed 
when they are performed by the same person; 
that though the characters of historian and 
scholar may be combined, there is nothin~ 
illegitimate in their separation; and t~nt 
perhaps this separation is desirable in the-
ory, as, in practice, it is often a neces-
sity. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Is it a good thing in itself that 

some workers should, voluntarily or not, 
confine themselves to the researches of 
critical scholarship? Yes, without a 
doubt, In the study .of history$ the re-



sults of the division of labour are the 
se:me .as in the industrial arts, and hig);l.• 
ly sa.tiafactory•-more abundant. more sue.,.. 
eessfttl., better regulated pro4uction. 

54• See notes 35 1 18; 26_, 2Bj 2. 
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55• see notes 7, 2:.;, 4, 241 48, s. Franqoi~ 

August Rene, Vico1nte de Cha~ea.ubt>iand (1768•1848), 

French autho:r nnd statesman, one of the great fore-

runne~s of Romanticism. 
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